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gade," made up of -persona liv- was resplendent with autumn's the immoral tastes of the 'free-
ing in the dark tobacco district. funds received by him aa_postt-
Nearly all of the defendants master of the Btnton effice-ef
ere before the court. and mev.: ;the amount TA46.41 was from
ral terms ago an agreed judg- the stamp account, while $36s.71,'
was tromthe' money order de-
partment.
. The indictment followed along 
investigation of conditions inthe
Benton office by Postal Inspectar
Fred Ashton. Mr. Ashton re-
ent of about $5,000 wits to. be _suggesting the appro achin gibood days, _ Evidence, of this can be had in . 
ntered against certain persons,
ho were summoned and made 
o defense, most of whom were
osolvent. The cases were pass-
from term to term, to get all
f the parties before the court,
amages. Nothing further has
n done, and the death qf Dr.
mos has caused the cases to he
trickeo from the docket, an or-
er Tolhat greet-W-4 entered
n Saturday.
Thanksgiving season, %%ere given I- When I hear them talk and
e rap y ecreasing popu a-
tion of the country towns in allthe guests -as they arrived_ _A scold, it giver me unalloyed ids?
the states of the middle west.dainty course of refreshments to bring them up with a ,iolt, es Most of these have gone back-was served after the conclusimi pecially when the jolly-old res.! .wares in the past ten years. Inof the games. Mrs. Knight was cats are inclined tope astonish-
Rev. Nall filled his regular ap-
pointment at Kirksey SundaY-
The entertainment_ given, _at
the C. N. C. by the pupils of the
school was a _success inevery
particular. The admission fee
of 15 cents went into the library
fund. •
I a majority of these towns there oft agg from office on Tep-moved 131assisted in entertaining by her inely about how hard we boys' Pierce Glasgow and family-, 44entber**filettiii..intestfresegr.
(Quite a number of prominent
lloway citizens were included
In the large list of defendants
In the abo4 case, and... it is a
well known fact that the) had
• no More to do with the burning
Of the Hopkinsville factories
than-they did with -fixing the
planets in the heavens.)
`--- --
Cleses'Saccesifel Meeting.
Paris, Tenn., Dec. 2.---The
gospel services which been
conducted at the cOurt house for
thipast_twa weeks  byISI,ds
. Thinnspeon, of Murray, Ky.,
came to a successful close Sun-
day night and 1..;41. Therupson
the entire Four sears of the war, 
port ef the family. -- . It was a their opportunities for 4V-il--Coiii-̀ --01 the-most-splendid .ever- herevery -entries! condition
he .rendered vz lit jaw servies_scornmon thing for my uncle and panionshin are 'multiplied many and should be heard by a crowd- _ . misses Assts. Ins vein rasss,
elder brothers to shoot deer from ' tirr esi. ed house. Owins to the fact -that were the gu(sts of Miss % lenduring his enlistment. It_e v .returi ed borne Mon-day_ ._ • _our_  frontsioor yard._ We  sboss . I .- De steideststbsmere at' it is pesiible for this attractiont ie ...e.n. n s ,s , Ferguson-hest Saturd-ay- night-an-es--
phis conference rt.!. about forty .:1•,tatin1V0--CraUSeS for the backward
Quite -large crowds 'attended e""el)1" il'aIthren-1.-Tr ( % ,.r. ent to work in the field to ccise here udder such circum- Sundae.
the servicee:and Eld. Thompson without aline or _ shotgun stances the admission fee :will be ,,cor: trend of the mailer to in (S.-, Blalrelv save the voUne
delivertd . some able sermons, . ears, and was one of the most .
oreilospresellers- in the-Meths- ,... 'this countrY. and they ate inter- 
placed at a very low figure, 20c ,. . -•.. . ' - • -,s, - ' -, venneptly at hand. '
which were enjoyed by. all who P • tne work of clearing up tbe'. f for all childree, including high •
olks a party Sz•atorday, night
swere___psisk is231,444.44.44 4St Cillird,t'S. ference with the aronsenients .o i. wnicn was selli r.ryeri by all present. .taisti-saad.ssrsuissnings.-grons- wasstss Ss% „s„ ' . tssse sns-__ svsst a.choniztudnots- and 35 nent.s' lar
handling of his sulsients, -awe i Quarterly ConVence Oates.  a.vy,' but it hadourvelty every.' o' f 'new bleed and-eriterpriere-in adulut---. 
If sou enjoy -the -yery. -174cle 1111-he res.(' Aunt Huldre
. res at ti e own._ .
Unity," and "Secood culling er 1 .--R-:,..t. -I... D. tistn;Iton. mid- nose of the sameness and rionots -The lask of life and. energy in
-Chteat," were well received. -ing  elder of the Paris district, • Imy shicIscharacteiriZn-the far-
The Finging-•wattn charge of De- Scornmence-d his first .glia!te,rlY _rver'isr life 'nf the- _prespiltintv•  contributes much. to t!,_-: F.ilee-tiSe
Witt Camion, a splendid singer, meetings at Atwood the 4th of sItswas camp life in the Woods of the big rjtail stores of the .
of Murray. s. s. this menth. Dates for meetings. The wintera were long and the large cities. Faiiure•to iniitate
During the series of meetings of local interestare as follows: -supply-of-feed-for the stock was :the , It) man's niethod cf solicit-
' there-were-seve-antrar_smembers- --- Pstryear . circuit ear Puryear, - occasionally exhausted-aome time -ing business- b.; -means efeesta- '
Added to_the_ehetrch_ and mach January.2.3s, _. . ' _ _ - before there were any signs- of . logs. •eireufars-or attrartive ad-
genetal good done in the com-1. Fig Sanday circuit at Big San- spring, and then we had to cut , vertisements in the weekly pap-
munity. The people ef,the'con- daY. January 8-9. - ' small brushwood so that the catsier has but one result. The cash
gregation worshipping - in the Cottage Grove, January 15 16. tie •thight feed on the tender' orders of the neighborhood go
court house were7so well pleased 
H 
East Murray cir
22-
cuit. at New sprouts The log housejivascaol ' to the city. The hometown mer-ope, y 3,.with the work of Kid. Thompson Januar 
14. stet' J 23 • I in summer and its broad, old- chant gets oniy. the long, reditthat he was invited -back -next • -fashioned fireplace piled with 'tra 
----------------------- 
sitcometitorFarmington circuit, Farming -year, at which time he thinks he ton. January 29-30e - I blazing Isgs made the big kitch- carries off the dream of the bu-will erect a tent and have Eld.
Smith, of Jackson, assist him.- uary 30-31. comfort in winter. The life of advertising pages of the home
4
en and living room a haven of siness. The remedy is in theKirksey circuit, Kirksey, Jan
Pars Post-Intelligencer. West Murray circuit, Goshen, the young people was a contin- town paper. It should be made!
February 5 6. - • - • . ,ued round of_unilloyed plenure jhe cataloge of every storekeeper ,troth* %Thin!.
_ L 
_Hazel cif:cult. Hazel, Feb. 6-7. 'as compered with the  tame out- I in the place. The advertise-
• : Olive circuit Olive. Feb. 12.13 door sports and indoor games ments should carry the, movie-
T. B. Knight last week paid ; which are all that are. left to the tion of cheap prices and bargain$3,750 for the brick business, Occurying New Court House. -
ar e or
and appointed W. C. Rowe, ansouth a few days ago to make
insurance agent, to fill the place-- their 'future home. They -will
'during,the pendency of thecase-locate at Bloomington, Texas.
1,-The alleged embezzlement occur.
Prince Staplea---4k-arectsas-settztislaugust20 1 -a -
large tobacco barn-el-Ali place. ing to the indictment returned.
' He is going into the telnec busi- On that date Inspector Ashton
,ness extensively nex.t-aucar. - ; visited the postolfice at JBenton
, Luther Butterworth has mov- and asked for an accounting
ed into his riew home near Penny. the office's furrds, but Blagg- , re-
, Tonal Boy. , fused to returri a itatement coy-'
Special Musical Attraction. ering its financial condition.
- Blagg was appointed to the
Owing to a cancelled date else- ' postmaster's position about two
where the "Musical Art Quer- years ago.
.tette," touring under--the Coit New Concord.
Lyceum Bureau. Cleveland, °.--r
will appear in Murray SeturdaY , There is a good deal of sick-
night Of this week, at the school ness down in our country. WTh-
building, under the auspices of us Smith is very low at the.
the Methodist Missionary Socie- writ ing and his recovery is vets-
tys _Tbicaltracton be one ossilleSus Jerry Sinanortt_
straint on the mOvements of thedrinking of hard cider, and fre-Paris, Tenn., Dec, 6.- On Sat- ' young people; Let them alone.
urday afteimoon,. Nov. 27, Rev. Trendy something strongen'than 1 . hi t ey appear to be wastingt ley did of real work. They .G. T. Peeples, one ef the . bent . time on pastimes wdich seem to
formed an excuse for gettingknown preacher's in the Mem- yeu to be frivolous and silly 'just
the people of the neighborhood , recoil to  _phis conference, -died- -at the
how of Atri__putrord.,4n_Lelartg.• together for a jolly good _time. MIMI 
the -man,/ al* a
- s -pastssed-by you in-the ' woods for
They nearTy etWays finished uton, Tenn. Of pneumonia and ' no Useful purpose other than to
Texas, Picayune. lbees, were neighborhood events01 irrient. The second- is to diecoO71which involved .more eating• ;Well Known Minister Dies. tinaasthe practice Of putting re-home-rnade cooking, dancing,
ase with a dance on the barn floor.complicated troubles at-the kill harmless game, simply as anis or in the big living remit of theof 73 years. amusement.log house.Rev. Peeples was an old Con- .
federate soldier, a member of Part of the 
alleged hard. work Remember also that your sin-
the Ferty•sixth Tennessee Reg. 
of the boys in those early pion. terference and iaoltelinding is
eel; days was to furnish fresh quite likely to drive' the youngiment, and althotte Ii his heal t li jor,_ the sun. folks to:the larger eitiess__where
senteirli i to from serving' --1 'tsstilill -15r4-84vls,
iexpeet to ern ripleteit remodel the '-- ,teRt- - AVOW Charlie Chamber., Bud Shoe-
interior and front of tha build.
ril E
'into the grocery businesil here .
spagagame. af ai.e4,14.14.11+1,44•010.woommooteeepoloweroweimsewo maker and Willis. Maiming each
Whenever I hear some *fel- artlele-wIll-remember those hap. 
•
. ing, putting in modern show
Owensboro, Ky., Dec. 6.-The!?'e two yearn ago, Meroirri. 
areth il:trmailding it Wel- stwellingwindows. Prior to their, entry
up. old codfish of the human crab py times of pioneer days on the Mr. turn McIntire has abtut
h of,Dri -D-. -A.- Ames, which
occurred in a sanitarium in New
l'ork about two week, age, 'wob-
bly caused a big damage suit
ndlog In the federal court here
to come to an abrupt end.
The suit was that of Elsie G.
Latham against Dr._ Amos and
nearly 200 prominent farmers
-eitirene of Christiani--Trigg
ad Caldwell countlea, who were
ued for about '630,000 ' &triages
alleged -night rider • raids
ad. On property owned by the
furnishing bualoesa in Kentucky young people of today wasting - Will envy the farm folk. - or 'the 
move the first cif next week-to-redh- titP- -ereherefetereet-
and stet° that they know this 
new home near Martin, Ten- $1,015.time and money at useless amuse. young people of the country_ his 11 from the postal funds
nesace. We regret to give hho of the lienton postoffice, of which.business better than they know ments and frivoletts giunes, lam town in the enjoyment of the
uncertain as to whether It .is a few sports and pastimes which up as he in u fine neighbor and he was postmaster until a fewthe grocery businen.
mer.icase_of short memory or one of temiin for them. _ a good citizen. We %dab him months ago, Robert 1. Wags wasTheir success as grocery
chants is too well known to • our pute-tellIsh meanness. 11-owl Who can say that the - es 
health and happiness in his new arrested ye,itt rday afternoon it -
Benton by Deputy reited State:
to refer to it as indicative ofl
accomplish as cash gents'
what, thmemnv be expected 
)days_tfr, Can envy thelioys and farts in
ory goes back to early pioneer
many man °riven= whose mum-of baseball, football, tennis. er hi n_ins.
of fifty orsixty years ego 
the indoor games of billiards, 'John Cole's horse ran away 'Mu"
bowling, handball-or even flan
ing will compare- with the Oen. Cote and Wife-were Ph the vehic: Uri - t N. COMMil810fler 
with the buggy last Sunday. Mr. was, brought to Paducah :and tan- _
hal R. W. Kimbell. Mier
_
readers ,to. mention here, except
ofsherie in Beeville. 19*nm:the urea which woof-the older gene le intt escaped with slight injur
Armour Gardner, where he made._
nd in the  sum_sif frloo__Sor' hie .., present day is way beyond my oration deriVe4-from-the w-- es. --John was defaeeds-asslit
Honoring Miss Parker. measure. a appearance before the April term
to hear some old rascal growl-11s too much coddling of the boys Our school is progriiiirliC 0 oe-
the *Yen husking bees. . or the while the buggy was defaced- Federal eourL-Blagg return-_ It. is a common thingnowadays harvest supper dances. There- great deal.lalotiff. and which- was destroy- Mrs. T. B. Knight entertained to Benton last- sight after re-1
hy.fire. chiefly_being. among at.42 Wednesday afternoon in ithout woethless boys' anti-irirlei fusing to make a statement re- 'and girls' of the ',resent time. ly under the management ofer offenses, the destruction compliment to he i house guest, of these unregenerate times. El/4 They should be let alone. Per- Profs, Phillips and (;reason. 
ga;hing d.etma ter.
The in ic men on whichs Mr_
d' th t
a large tobacco factory ie Miss Elizabeth Parker, of Nur- 'km some of my old Cronies of by- mit them to amuse themselves. The Kirksey Telephone Corn- mass sat,°plantain.. Dr. .Atnns was ray. Ky. She, was assisted in ' gone days, who must be aware Ton Much-Watching will develop arrested Was return-
i that I know much of their west- 
pany met Saturday afternoon to ed by the recent Federal grandnown to be a strong friend and receiving by Min Nona Berry,
one of the leaders or an organ- who Infrodticed the attractive , ed time in early life, frequently
VOL. Ilk NO :14t
•
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BIG DAMAGE SUIT 
sighing goods itstablishment In +0144i4wfatto+aystvertsrtsi+Irterte+ortisalt++R+61+444+0+11t+Ilt+R+4041 Friday night. A nioe time is
the building about Jan let. They ported by them.
PIKH Yaalis
LABG__Is _RREsr,
ightrad kininini._the _gents, variety finding-fault about-the- huckster:WI-farm. Monet& thenrooki eg all hi* thing*. --and- -__Paducah. Des. 4._schast.
ization railed the "Silent Bri- 'visitor to the guests. The home' find fault about silly games and converted the sum of $1,015.11 ,
to his own use out of the postala desire on the part of the young
chosen blossoms, the chrysan- ent day. Many of- these old people to get away from home.
themum, in the white and lay- faultfinders could, if they would It will start them fotAlt-e___ larger
'ender tones, vases and basketstadmit the truth; tell rich stories cities
attractively placed. Score cards, a the good times of their boy- --- . morning.
either criminals or boya of the elect officers for next year.
milk and water variety, and it Mr. G. W. Edinon.ds is improv-
will eventually result in creating. ing lamely from a severe case of
pneumonia.
mo e a o e ru is a d . • 
.11 ac • urg, e sunny,wor• 
R. H. iierry.c;Abeut s• ixty guests the young people of pioneer diva 
an everything is at a standsti
or dying of dry rot. This don-were included in the invitation devoted more time to hunting
dition can be changed by creat-and all were lavish in praiiie and add fishing expeditions than ing commercial opportunities forthanks to Mrs. Knight for the they did to -Work. Corn-huskin-----.---,--L.-ther-yeenir-reeple -in --the-berne—delightful - affernoen.,--.- nleifbeei;logging bees, barn raising.
Ilown. That ia the first.r4quire-
!young folks ofethe present time. ' sales. They will get the busi-
,
house on Washington street, now • Many of those who read this ness.
occupied by L. N. Polk as a gro- The county officials have rims'
cery store. The building was ' ed in our magnificent new court --
-irected seveeal 'years ago by T. house this weeke,Theentire offi- •1
Ballard, who later 'sold it to B..cial family is now .quartered in
jury, and changed that Blagg
will at_ Bauvoin. Cherry. spent Than`' •
L. P. KIitiele fasi .tend the entertainment -Sato.. giving with
Hundred Hogshead Sold.-
_
Paducah; s Ky.% Dec. 7.- One
hundred hogsheads...sof the re-
x:Tat-fling-Mt crop of Planters'
Protective Association -tobacco
were -sold yesterday afternoon at
the Broadway warehouse by M.
M. Tucker. :former western di-
vision manager of the defunct
organization. The sale of that
number ofhogitheads of tegacco
'at-this time of year is consider-
ed to be a good oaien for the on-
coming market, and officials are
pleased at the deal. The prices
ranged from $7_59 to $16 Ott, ISItx
were sold. 
A her Soul Made Happy.
We got everything we wanted
in the late November election,
Kirksey . • !terminated in--death. The re- 
although by very slender plural-;
!mains were laid to .rest in the
W. Klipstein, and the latter: di.- one building, which will be a: A few items from this placeiMt. Carmel grave yard.. Bro.
interest some of your many i Nall, made a very impressiveposed'of it to MT. Knight. It is great convenience both to the of- may
I talk4at the church house, warningthree doors south,of the Grandelleials and puti/in. When yaw-readers.
any member I .flealth is very good at present all to be_re. ally when the deathOpera house and Wee ande Oeeth-trt Wiliness with- t dal familv,you- will bet-
pia by Welfriran,47Katk. T. asselssysissiain sasanospon in The ?WIS.. ion of . 'Cissede Tid-
Mr. Knight, in -partnership the new -court hOuse. -Benton wIll and Wrfe had diptheria two. The little folks had a pie sup-
With his father, will open a fur- .TribimesPemoceat. - or_three days last week which per at Thempson's school house-
re-
„
ities. We are- rejoicing tbat R.
TreadwaY defeated Luther Gra-
ham for repreeentatrve in the
McCracken district, and that
Barksdale Hamlett Was defeated
for secretary of state. The Tri- ,
ineDemoerat rejoiees In- "Wee
triumph of tight, though. it . be
against the political party that
we love.-Behton Tribune-Dem.
i.
1
Charlie Esanaand-thildren are 
the guests-.01 .his parents. Mr_
and M!'3. Bruce .Parken•-, this
weeks -
Mr. and Mrs-. Leslie Smith-Ter-7
Murray,
here-the-Past week. s
Miss Bernice Oliver .and Mr.
Claude Steele surprised their
many friends by driving out to
Rev. Henry's Thanksgiving and
getting married. We wish for-
Them aTong-011.rhaty-Itte.
' We.are glad to know that the
inspection on cross ties is grow-
. ing better and the price is get-
ting higher.'
We  are glad to-know that Misr 
Ethel,Parker is at home again.
I. Mr. and Mrs. Bruce Parker
' are expecting some Primitive
14ptists at their home Tuesday
and expect to have services there
, that night
Chrtritteas preseot for the-;
;eld folks. Anyone in Calloway
Icohnty over 76,yeara old can got
thgie picture ade absolutely
tree -at Myer's Wit), Bray's-
.. Attend. Come be re Dec. 
2- Miss Ira Pagiie, 
4.
M New
umbia. III„ iP visitingher broth-
er, Jessie Teague, on route 7.
--"•-••••-' •
•
....g.loa,zverdwamo...vcrtseDreor.a.
MO
77-
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PRESIDENtWILL
WED ON DEC. 18
••
....01111ilmomOlOQIIIN 
Ivan line steetner Oscar II sailed
 from
here Dec I, carryttis 100 per-sot
to aatio.
C NILIMIONY WILL St PERFORM
ILD es stifles of Hoary Ford, are goi
ng to
AT Tsis ItillIDENCE or EurOp• in an effort to Induce 
neutral
T-04411RIOS. 
te take strpos-tetwent etatetalua
the war. Mr. ird's moons incl
ude
243 persons direetly interested in 
Got
peace moven.ent. f.4 reporte
rs for
Wipapers and niagashies. thre
e mtiv•
Ins picture men and- NI employe
s ou
Sir. Ford's personal staff
--The Nom- deetanated -SY idr, V0141-
tltrrplairer- wirprdtttek- to-411111, to
reach Christiana. Norway. about
 Dec
14. The unly stopping plaves already
decided on are Stockholm, Co
penha
gen and The !Issue It is probable
.
Ford said, that the party will vi
sit oth
er European capital-s as the 
progress
of the peace plans seems to 
require
After consulting with \Vinton% J
IlrYan. who arrived from Fl
orida to
talk obout the trip. Eond a
nnounced
that PYreyt.litbit . was In readlu
ems for
the departure, that almost al
l pass.
els hail been obtained from th
e state
-department and that the 
Oscar II
would leave on time.
Bryan Issued a statement. rppeatitu
t
his former aseertion that. he 
approved
of Ford's Plans and
 that bVi wintid Jae
the pa [i'1' Handle-7-
FORD PEACE PARTY SAILS
The Omar II, Salle From New VOS
S
' With (hetet* el Henry Ford
Routs To Europe.
threerit -Tel, reutallisia.
FEW SONS IN 
 Chief executive Willie 
Attended
His Brother-- Official Anneweill--
meet Is issued from the _
Whits House.
•• • •
Washington -President %Vinton w
ill
be married to Mrs. Edith Hele
ne-Galt
on SatUrday. Dee. lli. The w
edding
date was announced at the 
White
House Just as the president sta
rted on
hits -usual Saturday afterno
on *memo.
bile ride into the country wit
h his
fioncee. The. statement said:
"The marriage of Mrs. , GAR 
and
the prestdent-wilt take pia-co-on
 Satui
day. the ISth of December.
As protiouely_shitad-  the eeriminer
will he performed at Mrs. Gait's home
.
No. 13S Teentleth street. Northwest.
this city.
"The only guests will-be hfra. 
GaIrt
mother. her brothers and sister
. tie
president's brother and sister. 
his
daughters and the members of
 hisaini
mediate; household. No invi
tations
will he issued.
An amplication of this announ
ce-
ment fixes the hour of the wedding
 at
6 p.m. The Rev. Herbert Scott S
tIlith,
• rector of St. :Margaret's Prote
stant
Episcopal Church. where Mrs. Gait 
has
been a. conimunicant since last S
ep
tem her. will perform the aser-emany._
__
The preeldent will be personally at
-
tended at the ceremony by ht o br
other.
Joseph R. Wilson, of italtimm.e. Mis
s
Ilertha Bolling, will be maid of !mem
-
for Mrs. Galt. .
Due to the president's announce
d de.
sire to- have- the wedding over wi
th as
little ado as possible, there wil
l not
be present any representatives o
f the
cabinet, diplomatic corps. U
nited
States Supreme Court or of eit
her
bran c roti g
Field
LKr:haTCiHREetNurnERs FirNom:11Nd ma
Visit-Saw Allied '100111tionw-oe-----
-Gallipoli.
London-Field Marshal Earl Kttchs_,
'nee the secretary for war, has r
e-
turned to London from hts trip to 
the
near east.
At an early meeting of his colleagues
he will convey to them the results of
his observations on the various battle
fronts and his conferences at the cap-
itals he visited.
Field Marshal Eitcheners visit to
the Anzac region of the Gallipoli front
Is described tn a press dispatch tren
t
Alexander. No announcement had
been made in advance, except to mem-
bers of the staff. out news of Earl
Eiteheners landing spread like wild
-
fire. Soldiers rushed from their dug-
outs, tumbling over one rher in
their haste to reach the beach. '
The war secretary strode a the
steep paths and along the fit .ig line
witte-hatetly -wore .offert -than, one of.
the young colonials, being; in splen-
did trim. He stopped .ireqaently to
speak with the men in the-trenches.
heedless of danger. He visited one
position only 20 yards from the Turks.
MISTRIAL IN WATSON CASE.
Jury Trying Georgia Editor Was Hope-
lessly Deadlocked.
Augusta. (e.-After being hopeless-
iy deadlocked for 36 bouts, the jury-
trying Thomas E. Watson, Thompson.
Ga., editel elterged with aim-ding ate
scene matter through the mails, has
been discharged and a mistrial or-
dered by Judge W. W Lambdin in the
federal court here. According to state-
ments of jurors the vote stood 10 to
Z for Acquittal from the first to the
last ballot.
C: E. Brown of Termitic. Ga, fore-
man of the jury, stated in court that
It was 'impossible" for the jury
 to
agree. On the judge questioning oth
-
er_ittrors-, J. A. Crawford of 'Martin
ez,
Ga., rose in the jury box and deelared .
"Your honor, 'his jury might remain
here 30 years and it would never reach
a verdict."
Judge Lambdin then ordered a mis
-
trial and court was adjourned. W
itt,
eon -returned te.Thompsen before th
e
jury ilia' called in..
Guard Given Armored Train.
Albany. t -Announcement &til
e
th• state of  an antlered train.
ralued'at $150,000 and an armored ae
r-
oplane. for use of the militia, has
 been
made at Gov. Whitman's binige
t heats
fret when the National Guard apporp
ia-
tibos were under consideratio
n.
Dupont. Purchase Celluloid Plant
,
New York.- -It has been Announ
ced
se here that the Ari
ngton company of
Arlington. N J. manufacturers
 of pa-
rallel. a celluloid product, 
has been
pnrchased,by the DuPont de Nem
ours
Palmier, Company for Aapr ice
 bet ween
$5,06000S end $7,0r.AlW. 
.
Teeepirch Alecestiat
Pens. Dethchments of Italia
n
treops hav'rt been landed et
 ,Avlona.
topeotiog-, to _ ••• •
'Dona a reliable sonIce.i
n At4ns. ,
•
a
a
,
9.
nal KURIA! IlD0/1/. KUM% rt.
SILENCE:OF GREECE
DISTURBS ENTENTE
"
STERN ACTION URGID TO
 FORCE
THE HAND OF KING CON.
STANTINE.
ROUMANIA AISO WAITING
•
Allied Countries, Howeve
r, Bellew.
Letter Country 11----With Them
. -
Vigorous OffensIOLIBeing Co
n.
dusted Asainst Montenegro.
London The negotiations betWeel
l
Groove and th• allied po
wer* at Ma.
ens still drag, new hitches
 seemingly
arising as the bid ones are smoo
thed
out The people of the all
ied cow
tries. particularly those of Pr
ance and
Italy. are becoming impati
ent over the
eoatinuel delay., an" the p
ress is ae.
tuandIng that *tern, action be
 taken in
demonstrate to King Constan
tine aud
his ministers, the determ
inates* nt-
the quadruple entente to is
erure the
as_suraucee demanded, New pr
oposals
Sud Great liriteln in tile 
hope-of i•eaeh•
areitaid to have be
en made by permit,
Me an agreenienL
The attitude:* 'Roumania al
so. -fe-
CONVICT HAMBURG OFFI
CERS 
main* tireteelsted,ftece_the 
dispateli
Jury Finds 'That German Boa
t Line
Officials Were Guilty of Defraud
-
- ing United States.
. New York,-.--Three high offici
als and
a subordinate officer of the ljamttu
rg-
:Anierican line liave_bev.n .found
 guilty
In federal court here of•haviig
 violat7.
ect the laws United States i
n
sending coal -and other supp
lais to
German cruisers in the South A
tlan
tic in iw Met three months. o
f the
ufopein -war. * The jury 
ieliten4.4. a.
verdict of guilty on each ef two 
indict•
meets. •
The specific- charge against th
e de-
fendants was conspiracy to 
deceite
and defraud the United States
. The
MaximUm" for eaeh indictment Is
 two
Years' imprisonment and 810.000 fine.
The our 4 r, • , ltererreetste
sse
verdict.; are Dr Karl Miens. 
manag-
ing director of the lianiburit-Ame
rican
line in , New 'York City. forme
r Ger-
man consul here, former Germa
n min-
titer to Mexico and German cce
urnis•
-stoner- in- the 'Venezuelan phitiLefittlita_
before The Hague Tribunal: Geor
ge
-Natter, general superintendent of th
e
line: Adolph tiachmeister. 
general
purchasing agent. and Joseph* P
op-
pinghaus. a former officer in the G
er-
man navy and at present a -second of
-
ficer In the Hamburg-American l
ine.
A fifth defendant, Felix Zaffner, su
•
percargo on one of the neutral ste
am-
ers sent to supply the German fl
eet.
was not brought to trial. He was cap
-lured by the British while on his e
r-
rat.d of relief and is a prisoner i
n
Canada.
The. four defendants took the ver
-
dict calmly. After the jury had file
d
out Dr. }Wertz turned to Kotter. sitting
at his left, and. rising, shook han
ds
"Auf wtedersehen7 he said, and K
et•
ter echoed the words, ilastimetster
sat silent. Poppinghaus, tall, athlete
 ,
youngest-of-the •Itier.„ ruse  to  ji „ful
l
heliile and smtteir
do not care." he said in broken_
This Is not the last wefe
London-Italy has a.nnouneed
 her
'THIRTY KILLED IN EXPLOSION adhesion to the
 treaty of London.
announcing the closing of Itei
lmanhan
pens to foreign trade was receiv
ed,
silence has descended on thwh
arest
and every one is awaiting
 anxiously
the le...emotes which will g
ive a measi-
lug to this order. The gcq
icral belief
here IS that the Roumanian
 govern
mem is 'waiting for the concentr
ation
of a sufficient Russian force 
in Iles-
Nimble ,and . a large enough 
Anglo.
_French army in- Southern S
ervia to
make victory certain befor.. jo
ining the
allies.
Means hubs' the Aux! ro-Gertualts
fratgartans -continue routing u
p the
few Servian troops remaining 
in Ser.
via, and ohm are prosecuting with th
eir
utmost energy the campaign ag
ainst
Montenegro.
Unusual clam ptevalls on the va
ri-
ous battle fronts. even the It
alians tip
parently ahickening their o
ffensive,
skespeepiesatioa--faxg--the,-.
phase, which they hope will place
 Gor-
izia in their hands, with 
other cone •
mending pusitions on which th
e Aus-
trians hold has Weakened 'durin
g the
last 'weeks of heavy fighting.
The- check suffered by 
Town
sherid in MesorittiaMlia Is a sever
e dto.
appointment to - the British 
public
which had looked upon this 
empeut•
tion as the brightest spot thus
 far in
the war, with the possible excep
tion of
Gen Botha's conquest of G
erman
Southwest Africa. Nothing ha
s beeu
heard from Gen Townshend s
ince he
reached Kut-el-Amars°. where it is
 like-
ly he will make a stand.
The position is a very strong
 'tine.
where he could hold out until
 ream
fel-cements reached 
net
only the military failure, but th
e ef-
fect the retirement will have o
n the
.,British possessions In the east 
which
makes the result so unfortunate 
from
the British point of view
-ITALY TO ASS:ST IN BALKAN
-
Hole In Ground Is All Left When Du
pont Powder Mill Lets Go-Cause
a Mystery.
Wihaiegten-Thirti _workmen 
were
killed and seven fatally injured -wh
en
lons_of blacg_jeowder exploded at
the Upper Hagley yard of the DuPon
t
Powder Company. The cause .of th
e
blast is nett known_ A statement Is
-
sued by the company said the origin
"will probably always remain a m
ys-
tery."
Nearly all the victims of the blas
t
were young men, between 16 and 
21
years of age.. Most of them lived i
n
and about Wilmington. c
The explosion - was in- a packing ,
house where black powder pellets are
prepared for shipment to the warring
natisns. The packing house was one
of a large group of small building.
Bond Bank Robbery.
_.Mus_k_ogese, Okla --Three whi•e *men
and one negro 'rode into-Fial•-t Glbs
ert.
eight -Miles fr.= Musk-ore, and rob
bed
the Farmers' Natiinal hank of 
several ,
thousand dollars. The hank cash
ier
and bookkeeper were held
 up at the
point of guns, marched into 
thee vault
locked in while the three white
outlaws took *1 the moiceY
The negro stood guard on th
e outside.
After the robbery the four
 men haat
11Y rode out of town
. None were rec
ognised.-
Defective Babe Dies.
New York.--Margaret Roberts.
 the
deformed and paralyzed baby
 wnower
birth caused a discussion her
e similar
to that over oh* defective baby al
lowed
to die recently in Chicago. died
 in the
Ratchet' hospital. Dr Maurice Rosen
.
trgaiiitrted after the chineseibirt
h.
that ,a nperatilin.ceuld s
ave Its
life. but that It mil4 he W rtre-kweir
versy it was desicter -tii":1;;aftk,'“1
111/4
child's 4t hoard 'of.- physicians.
beard decided &retest the opera-
r •
•
'
_ tkovereteeitt Has Also Pledg
ed
Themselves Not to Conclude a Sep
- •
orate Peace Treaty.
whereby the allies undertake not 
to
conclude a separate peace, and
 also
haredeclared her Intention of sending
help to the Servians
This news, it is believed here, w
ill
go far to clear the situation, especia
lly
_In-Greece. where riegottattnns 
are still
proceeding on the quadruple. e
nten-
te a--Cieeirt -that -Greere allo
w the al-
lies free use of her railways and 
the
Mehl to police Greek waters agai
nst
. •
subtnarines. 
•
Latest advIcee indicate that the ne
-
gotiatione are „elkely to end in c
om-
plete. satisfaction to the entente p
ow-
ers. The assurance that Italy. as w
ell
as Great Britain. Prance and Ru
ssia,
is to give military support to the S
et'-
clans in their efforts to regain thei
r
lost territory makes the case for Gree
k
assistance stronger. • ..
• Otherwise the s:tuation in_ the Bal
-
kans remains unchanged.- The-Vul
ga-
rians have cut communications 
be-
tween Monastir and the Greek fr
on-
tier, and the Servians still there must
.
Tete the army of the nor-thirferatint
o
-Albania when the pressure become
s
too strong .
Joffre in Entire Command.
Paris.-General Jafre has been ap-
pointed-enlimandrr-Rochief of all the
Prench armies exerpt-elmee- ift - No
rth
Africa, including Morocco and ,depend
ent ministry colonies's. President
Poincalre has signed the decree.
Report "Slain" Americans Alive.
- Douglas. Ariz.-Three Amer!, an
n. J.
W. Cunningham. Gus Hendrickson and
If. G. Sout herd, believed to have bee
n
killed by Villa troops soltili eif here
,
have been retorted alive.. -
•
ASK 1—ialtririaltif
United States Declares Von Pa
pen
and Soy Ed Are No Longer Wel-
come In This Country.
Washington -lirdlata with
draw'
al at t'api, 1107-41t1 Sat -ate F "4"
Von l'apen, respectively naval 
and
military attaches of the German 
em
Limey, has beet' requested by the 
Mate
Department, in making forma
l an
tiouncomeut_of IS *action
. Secretary
Lensing said the attaches had
 ten
dered themselves persona non 
init.&
to the l'ulted States government
 bc
improper activities lb connection w
ills
naval and military matters. _
The secretary acted with the fu
ll
appr)vsiof Prealdent Willem,
 who Is
understood to have determined 
that
the United 'States shall be rid of fol"
els') officials who make thruiee
lve•
obnoxious by actity harmful to 
the
beet Interest of the nation
The State Department made Its re
quest through Count von ileron
torff
the Germain etubassador, but
 an•
nouncenient of the fact was 
withheld
eat Matter of courtesy to G
ermany
and to prevent the charge being 
made
that the jury trying the warship
 sup
ply conspirators of the Hamburg-
Americau 1.1ne in New York h
ad in
any way been, influenced in r
eaching
a, verdict.
No reply had been -received, 
but
tiona-il_neeeeearn „end it is---t
elien for
granted that the antheasitdOr 
Will or-
der the Attie lies away as soon 
as he
has f•schspisd commute, at Ions 
w it h
Berlin. '
• Ofilciel_Washinet on in new s
itecti•
hating upon the effect the ni lio
n iniglit
.have' on public opinion In G
ermany
The coniplaints against 
Von ration
anti noY•Ed were accutr
iulative, dating
back to_flie early days a the Euro
pean war. The case against them 
is
peculler, not being capable o
f legal
proof. It consists of an accumu
lation
of suspic-ions. of circtinistanc
en and
conditions which connected the 
at-
taches with attempts to violat
e the
neutrality laws of the United 
States.
The accumulation was sufficie
nt to
convince the department that the
 of.
filial atatue,.of -the attaches--in th
e
United States should be discontin
ued
•
KAISER'S -VISE( A MYSTERY
Emperor William's Trip To Vienna 
is
Cause of Much Speculation-Serb
Zit
'London - EmPeror William's 
visit
to Vienna, which coincided with 
the
resignation of three of the Austr
ian
!cabinet ministers, is the cause of 
much
Lapeculation. The twe_eventy-ar
e van..
ausly assumed to be --Connected eif
th
the; reported effort of Germany 
to
force Austria into a German zollver
ein,
desire of Emperornacis Joseph to
t secure a separate pea-Co throug
h the
intervention of Pope Benedict and
 a ru-
mored dispute. between Austria 
and
Bulgaria over the division of Serv
ian
terrttore.
There naturally is no authoritative
basis for any of these reports bey
ond
statements in the German newspaper
s
that Emperor William's vilit was 
one
of the highest importance.
Meantime the operations in the B
al-
kans and the' movements-of the arm
ies
of the central powers continue w
ith
unabated energy. Like Germany
, Bul-
garia announces that wills-the ca
pture
of Prisren.d her campaign against S
er-
via has conic to an end.
AuStrhp, with the' assistance of G
er-
many -tow Inues-her-o37eatThLiiia
Montenegro, the frontier of which
 has
been-e-rossee..but_ not_ without cons
ider-
able oppoAtion front the Monten
egrins,
who are masters in mountain w
ail-are
and who ha' beenjoined 
by some
portions ef.the Servian armies
 which
succeeded in...escaping from the
 invad
era of their country.
• ... 18,871,957 Saw Fair.
San rranetsco -The total-- 
attend-
ance of the Panama-Pacific 
ExPosi-
Gots which has closed, was 18.511.9
.61._
it has been officially announce
d. The
last day was the record day f
or admis
skins. 48.55S persons passing th
rough
the turnstiles. 
• -
Workmen at once began disman
tling
the various foreign and state 
build-
ings and exhibition palaces. A f
ew of
the exhibits will be sent to the 
Pena
ma-California- Exposition at San
 Diego
and sortie will be shipped to t
he Pan
anta Exposition in the canal zone.
She-Fact Channel Favored,
Quincy. III.-A six-foot channel in
the Mississippi river from St. Paul t
o
the mouth of the Missouri river wa
s
indorsed, and cities *Iona the river
were urged-to bullet adequate terminals
in resolutions passed at the meeting
of the Upper Mississippi River Im-
provement Association Other reso-
lutions adopted indorsed the program
of the National Rivers ant Harbor..
Congres.S. declared-for a larger mer-
t . a rt -rnaritie. favored-the_ building...of
a canal from Lake Superior to the
Mississippi and ,indorsed the Illinois
-waterways project.
"
•
• TM -Hunters Killed.
Chicago.-Fifty-nine persons killed
and 66 injured is the hunting toll in
Di states for the season whieh ended
Nov 30, according to statistics availa•
tole here today. Last season 111- per.
. . No Peace Pamphlets, sons weri. killed and 162 wounded.
Paris.-The French section of the prminu shotguns through fenc
es
Wismen'e International. League fbr Per
- Knd ()the( a,..eid.c.
roai discharge . of
man/me Peace ha's' been' mitered by' th
e • ho. ereitnec1 a._Auxit
irt ,
rovit”siplimiifigologui....-2...,!gowomap.
uailinke.„... Litoore or persons huhting deer
-thr 717tEr6v-tir -0FitTev—yiimpitrriktriGf0401tiif eVeittiaw
 Minters. wiyo,atim.
T3-e. wothen,.maintoinetrth
at they were took llietn fd.r fame. Nitchigan leads
• ling aercedine tret
helr convictions in killed, With •
•
:
4
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NEED FOR WIN
Secretary Redfield's 
Warning Is
Well Timed.
Country's Present 
Enormous Trade
Balance Must Not Be
 Allowed to
Turn the Heade of
 Amen
can Ilateilteita Men..
Secretary of Co
mmerce
altered a timely 
wertilnalu his N
ew
Twit speech when 
he said, refer
ring
to the $1,600,000.0
00 trade balance 
In
our favor: "There is 
danger that the
sudden turning of the 
wales In our.
direction and the a
pparent access of
wealth 'and Punt aris
ing from a may
turn the heads of som
e of us. The
day is certain to come 
when by the
normal economic pr
ocesses the losses
of this great ear shall 
be distributed,
and in WIN or souther 
way we shall
have to bear a part of 
them." A stu
pendous amount of the worl
d's wealth
has been cleetroyed in the
 war as coat
pletely as though by a 
great contia
',ration. Eventually the 
people of this
eountry‘will have to be
ar their share
of the burden of repai
rlii,. the dam
age and replacing what 
has been de-
stroyed. A huge trade 
balance now
is no excuse for re
cklestmens end es
Datelines; the wiser 
course, would
be to prePal'e to meet the 
lean timer
that are surely coming
People Are With Wils
on.
President %liken has 
apparently. al-
ready taken cognizance of 
Gm fact-
lust sight of tetuporarily in 
the -multi-
tude of epoch-making eve
nts recently
,claiming attention-that 
above and be.
yond all other eensiderati
ons In a tires'
ideutial c•ampaign looms th
e question
of national prosperity, a
nd he, is
Writing his thousht to the
 plunks of
the Haiti:note conventior 
which de-
fined the economic. doctri
nes to which
he gave his adherence -
when ho ac-
cepted nomination to the 
presidency
in 1912.
The Republicans are wakeful. aql`re
anti determined. They ar
e from ill
appearances going to 
enter upon one
or the greatest struggles o
f their me
Utica' history, and with 
extraordinary
vigor and hope. But the
y sill b.i op
posing a man who has bee
n accepted
by millions of the people as
 a national
o and true
worth, whose ability to 
keep
able pilitEe has been teste
d amid world
wide war.
Unreasonably Assertive..
ant willing to 
consult with the
President- on -preparednes
s. -Ist4-1_ will
not go to the WLite H
ouse to be in.
formed-dT the 'program 
which I am
expected to support. . . .
 1 have my
own Ideas on this subje
ct. and I do
not propose to take ord
ers front the
president. -lion. James It. 
Mann.
No one expects Mr. Man
n to take
orders from any preside
nt. Democrat
or Republican. But why 
so sensitive
about going to the Whi
te House to
consult with Mr. Wilson-
 concerning
army and navy matters
' Mr. Mann
wilt he leader of the min
ority in the
house, and in soliciting 
his advice In
an emergency caused by th
e great war
the president would 
recognize Mr
Mann's party standing. 
There seems
to be no reason why that 
gentlernar
should "fly off the handle."
'Democrats Must Be Alert. 
-
_If _world truncetillitY. balled on 
the
triumph et righteousness, 
should
In tomorrow, next %trek or n
ext month,
there would be cause for u
niversal te
joking. Considered front the p
oint of
'view of American polities, th
e lotthe
Gott would not materially a
ffect the
Issue which, in our opinio
n, will domi-
nate the campaign of 1916
 in the
United States. For the Under
wood
tariff law will remain-a law 
that In
all probability can exist only 
so lone
cast the Democratic party can
 maintain
control of the government at Washin
g-
_ton. It would be folly to pre
sume that
Republicans will concede anything
-
the line of political advantage to
 their
opponents in 1916 merely because
-President Wilson s policy of wat
chful
waiting, patience and forbearance i
s
popular in 1916
United States in Command.
With a shrinkage in their exports.
the nations at war must either send
gold or borrow in the United States.
That is the problem which the repre
-
sentatives of the Bank of France
sought to solve in New York. Great
Britain also sent bankers to the con
ference.
American exports for the year ended
June 30 last_ reached the enormous to
tal of $2.7A11.600.000.. Great Britain.
the next highest, sold abroad $2.170.?
100,000 in the same. period.
'T. R. Hes His Own Idea,
Senator Weeks is sure the colonel
will support. a "good" Repeblicari next
year, bat- a frleal-dararffike Repe-cia
how good a Republican candidate the
colonel would make.
0
. - World Finance.
America's preponderance in world
finance is given striking demonstra-
tion in the fact that France sent two
of her leading bankers to New York
to confer with Wall street on meas-
ures to protect the credit of Great
Britain. Frante. Russia and Italy for
the period bf the war, inifcrspitarteljl
to' restore the Value of pouuda-iterling
met-Trance to the normal This tie.
Is 'result ot the chnstges In trade
felopment tS one nt the most fritter's.
the
ctotnatlitcito.ntli•et ellit Zi5-bulY e as a surprise
414-,1 -
seseete-sessee ' -ere'
../.4•46•.
How to Treat
CTOIIIP ErtettiartY
lob Tick's 
"Tap. (1 
Rave Well
ince the throat 
ancl elbeet fee a fe
w oda.
▪ One with 
a warm flannsl alma.
Loa's the euvenag 
tome wooed the s
eek
ee that the 
suotkusg suodiastod 
vapors arks
tog may lore's 
the chatted phlegm
 wet
sue tha 
breathing. t• appli
es.
bon at bedtime 
insures epaulet
attack. See, We, 
or$l 00. Al
114 Bolt
moo-
t s tidemtoellen •st •• I Inc• 01$
▪ jatsigiiif 
taloa, yet& y el 
bed, .
INGE 'MN,
NORM Seirsit spa 
said 11011.--P15ge. te
 d.
TRY' THE -OLDAIE 
LIABLE
11 CHILL TONIC
ror MALARIA TI-EVAI3'ia'
A rats GLNLIPALO
TIWIOTRENING, YONN
Soldiers' Wives as 
"Drummers."
A 04,W tield of 
endeuvor has been
opeued to women tiv 
the War The
wives ef several hun
dred German cols
tuercial travelere, a 
hic are now lit the
frost, have taken up 
tile werk of theli
abeeet husbands. Alm
ost all of Omar
fewele ••cirittntuers" at
e successf el "lid
will be eniployed aft. r 
the war, U they
psi clesire."
-
- HANDS LIKE 
VELVET
_Kept So by -Daily 
Use cif Cutkuns
neap and Ointment. T
rial f-rte.
On retiring soak hand
s in hot ('ull-
curs soapsuds. dry and 
rub the Glut
tnent into the hands 
some minutes
Wear bandage or old 
gleves during
night. This is a "one 
night treat
went for red, rough, 
chapt•ed and
sore hands." It works w
onders,
Sanoily each free by mall w
ith 112-p.
Skin Book. Address C
uticura, Dept
XY, Boston. _ .8014 everywher
e. -Adv.
---
Good Selection.
"They've mad. that old Ca
rd player
a war IleWil censor."
"Hood. He'll pans anything."
PROMPT RELIEF
-14luic4_lgeas1elds. Coughs.
Latirippe and Ileadticeii-Ir Dar
n' •
Latative Quinidine Tablets. Does no
t
affect the head or etornach. tiny your
winters supply now. Brice 25c.=-AdV.
'There are 1.369 Auetrians H
ua•
garlann, 1,4027 Germans and :.9
2 Turk' _ _
In the Frenchltriny----_
Always keep itanford's Balsam on _
hand for accidents. its good Moor
ance. Adv.
It in far easier to drive i Sort 
head
ed nail than a hard-headed man
.
RAIN OR SHINE
Is all the same to
Chtetalls, Shirts odumpers
MAJ.: of
STIFEL'S
INDIGO CLOTH
-7" . Starulard for 'ter 73 rears -'
--
VERALI.Sare vear coole ..rudmore eleorgare.able.01econon," 
the 
Wbetehabnuyptninet,arerne. mber.it Is the CLOTH 
In the
CLOTH has had over 75 years' test. It 
is fadeless.rrieNriistinsrthaupt inorice
s the wear. STIFEL'S INDIGO
and wears bite leather Every washing makes 111
With: "mwe.r k on
Itt you 2/ tlii
forofs.%Intod 
L'S INDIGO. Look tor
the back of the
trilt:Iagaonnaptut titre
•
Cloth afteletkriered 
protects:ca.
I. L. STI FEL & S
ONS
Indigo Oilers and Printers. WHEELING.' W
 VA.
PHILADELPHIA  
— —
BOSTON 31 
.. ............260.262 Church Street
SCAHNIC.FRA4G°NCIS420 ' .2;ot3talW,T3)32eaclegraLikM .tialli
del"delhalkaalidt bir545. "stet
ST. JOSEPH. MO ..._ Seaton Bank &wow
$
T. BALTIMORE 
PAUL 
 
4W aYettST LOUIS   . ------------------ 25.  ..11 rkFterts Rue Silt.Wil
TORONTO . ..... -. 1423114% rn7hdest'"Tr Itil
uildalgRi
WI NIMPEC ..... „.„.. ..  400 11 a m mond 
Building
MONTREAL -Zoom 500. 459 St. Paul S
treet •
TRAPPERS
SHIP US YOUR FURS and
get full value. for,them. We
&redirect boyers&tadONAROE
NO COMMISSION, We say
_.1.1sheatsaarket srarsa-unlUl beers; and
era! grimly We sewl your nioner the .a
'tam your rill/meat. are recel•ed• A toot
•Itliment will cofielttee you Write toda7 lkor
price-Hat sent rasa.
B. Goldstein & Co :Yazoo GIty.Selia.
HARDING'S MUSIC HOUSE
NI Ng* a for' 0411 bend bit...motif. Iaeasa, sheet meets
*vele-sod Mamie r.,OnplOss 1401Opl
M.Y ea r he Mine Simla , •• NtithltgotzellatIRIts
Dream of you.' -"ail& Me No SI. ...Antal
Neae
sto•Oireammalial.
Iri7rithe.r (Inen' .7.,"A'7:1"ri recag""n'epieracadrivimni ;11°1;4' .s.°••4:2"Psel:ilonriasinsal •
*con of Sly Heart' sod "Adrift on t
,harr: to  Draft(1.117:
1",..::Lbill:beAirle:t..631is:rnOrTrarnHutta.*11 rerat"v"- '
W. N. U., MEMPHIS, NO. 60-1015.
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'PRESIDENT'S WORD
13_10  PREPARE'
Annual Message Pleads for Con-
certed and Efficient
Action.
tag* because of the eeesomie readjust.
meats which the werdd Swat 'nevi
(ably witness within the MHO genera
eon. when mace shall haye at lest re
sunned its healthful task. In the per
formative of these tasks I believe the
Americas to be elpalltintl to )iay their
parts together I am interested to fix
Veer attention en thee prospeet. now
because unload you take it within your
Thaw and permit the full eignttleanee
of It to eunimand your thought I clan
not find the right light In which to set
forth tae particular matter that  Ilea
at thiliiiry front ef my whole thought
le l address you today. I mean
FOR GREATER REGULAR ARMY Hone! defense
No ono whit really comprehend' tile
Spirit Of the great people_lor wbugg,
t▪ iltIzan lialdiery Past His Plitt... we Si. appointed to speak can fall to
Probleoll Si? Cornmereial Mobilisation perceive that their pasalon is for
Stated-Disloyally Among. Coe- peace, their gentile beet displayed ter'
-- the practice of the arts of 'yearn (treat
'dentocrartels- are not benteerent TWIT
do not 'seek or desire war. Their
thought is of individual liberty ant) of
the free labor that supports life and
the uncensored thought that quickens
it. Conquest and dominion are not In
our reekoning, or agreeable to our
principles But just because we de-
ntate! Unmolested development and
the undisturbed government of our
own lives. upon our van principles of
right and liberty, wee reient, from
whatever quarter-it,- may coma t he- ag •
greselott We ourselves will not pram.
tire. Woltilftsi upon security In primie.
voting our seinchimen lines of nation!,
at ejeeeleeneeent, We do more than that.
Wo demand it also for ot here.
Question of Preparedness.
(Wet Mich thouithee grow all our
policies. We regard war merely as a
mean@ of assert log the rights of a peo-
ple ajpeinst -aggriessio AWL Wel_gre
as fiercely jeelous of coercive or die.
tutorial power Within our own nation
as of aggression front without. Wei
will not maintain a standing army to
rept for user, whicit are as necensary
In times of peace as in times of war,
anti we shall always *Pt. to it that our
military peace entablishment is no
larger than is actually and continu•
tattilY beetled- fist- the liana Of -nay* in
which . no enemies move against uto
Ilut we do believe in a body of free
citizens ready and sUilielent to take
tare of themselves-end of theifterern.
ments which they have set up to serve
them.
But war has never been a mere mat-
ter of men and guns It is a thing of
disciplined might It our citizens are
ever to tight effectively upon a sudden
OttatailL.4,111  they _must know how mod-
ern fighting is done. anti what -to do
when the summons coterie to render
themselves immediately available and
immediately effective.- And the sole
erement'must be their servant In this
Matter. must,. supply them with-the
training they need to take Carer of 
tale aliments In Our Na-
Oriel Life Stirieue
7Mensee I. Pesos.
Washington, Dec. 7. - President Wit
eon today delivered the following mes-
sage to congress:
thentlemen of the Congress . Since I
last had the privilege of addreseing
you on the state of - the Union the war
et nations on the other side of the sea,
which had the* only begun to disclose
its portentous -props:ellen*, has extend:
ad its threatening and elnliter ̀ seppe
until It has swept within its flame
Immo portion of every quarter of the
globe. not excepting our own heme
sphere, has altered the whole face of
international affalra, and now preeenta
a prospect of retorgattitation and tem
construction such as stafeemen anA
peoples have never been called upon
to attempt before.
WO have stood apart:- sittidlouslY iteu•
(rat. It was our Itlanifest duty to do
me Not only did we have no part or
Interest in the porkies which seem n to
have brought the conflict on; it wits
rewessary, If a universal catastrophe
wart to he avoided. that a limit should
be sot to thn eternal) of destructive war
and that some, part of thee great family
of nations should keep the protegees
of peace alive, if only to prevent col•
lectIve economic ruiti„and thee break-
down throughout the world of the Ate
duatileil-bY7which - itli -eopulatIons.ane
fed and sustained. It was manifestly
the duty .of the self•governeed nitthinit
of this hemisphere to redress, if pos-
sible, the balance of economic loss
and confusion in the other, if they
could do nothing more. In the day of
readjustment and recuperation Ire
earnestly hop. au! "biiiii;e; that they
can bet of infinite service.
American Nations Partners.
In this neutrality, to---which they
were bidden not only bY their separate
life and their habitual detachment
from the polities of Europe but alsoby
- -a hrosi• perception of -international
duty, tho states of America bevel*
come conscious of a new and more
vital community interest and moral
partnenehip in affairs, more clearly
(salacious of the many common sym-
pathies and interests and duties which
bid them stand together.
There was a time in the early days
of our own great nation and of the re-
publics fightliig their way to. Inde-
pendence in Central and South Amer-
ica when the government of the Unit-
ed States looked upon itself as In some
aort tho guardian of the reptiblics to
the south of her as against any en-
croachments or efforts at political con-
trol from the other side of the water;
felt It its duty to play the part even,
Without invitation from them; and I
think that we can claim that the task
was undertaken with a true and dis-
interested lath u si mem for flue_ freedom
ot tho Americas and the unmolested
self-government of her independent
Peoples. But it was always iliMcninto
matztfain such a role without offense
to the pride of the peoples whose free-
dom of action we sought to protect,
and without provoking serious miscon•
ceptiona of our motives, and every
thoughtful man of affairs must wee
come, tho altered circumstancea of the
new day In whoee light we new stand.
when there is no claim of guardian-
ship or thought of wards but. Instead,
a full and nonorable association as of
Partners between ourselves and our
nefghbors. in the interest of all Amer-
ica. north and south Our concern for
the independence and prosperity of the
states of Central and South America
Is not altered. We retain unabated
the spirit that has inspired us through•
out the whole Me of our government
and which was so frankly put into
worde by President Monroe. We still
mean always tomake a common cause
of national independence and of po-
litical liberty in America.
Attitude Toward Mexico.
We have been put to the test in
the case of Mexico, and Via have stood
the test. Whether we have benetited
Mexico by the coins. We have pursued
remains to be mien. Tier fortunes are
en her own hands. Hut we have at
least proved that we will not take ace
vantage of her in her distress and un-
dertake to impose upon her an order
and government of our own choosing.
We will aid and befriend Mexico, but
wit orM-eiat- coerce -het% Mid oar course
with regard to her ought to be 'ruffl-
e-lent proof to all America that we
(week no political aulteratnty or selfish
cant rol.
The moral Ix that the states of
America are not hostile rivals but co-
operating friends. and that their grow-
ler* sense rof community of interest,
alike Is matters political and to mat-
ters economic, is likely to give them
a now eigniticance as teeters In inter
?tenoned affairs and in the political
history of the world_
Qrswieg ,the Americas.Together.
There hi, I venture to point out. an
_teepeelat isigutikainee lust sow attach-
-it* To 'tlYA Metter-0 drawing
the Amortises together in bonds of hon
themselves and of it.
• It is with these ideals in mind that
the plans of the department of war
for more adequate national defense
were conceived which will be laid be-
fore you, and which I urge you to
sanction and put Into effect as soon
as they can be properly scrutinized
and discussed. They seem to me the
essential first steps, and. they seem
to me for the present sufficient.
Larger Army Plan.
They contemplate an increase of the
standing force of the regular army
from its present strength of 5.0::3
officers and 102,985 enlisted men of
all service's to a itrength of 7,136
officers and 134,707 enlisted mere
or 141,843, all told, all services.
rank and file, ' by the addition
of nrty-two companies of coast
artillery, fifteen companies of engi-
neer*, ten reglinetits torantry,.-tour
regiments of field artillery, and four
aero squadrons. besides 750 officers
required for a great variety of extra
service, especially the all important
duty of training the citizen force of
which I shall presently speak, 792
noncommissioned officers for serv-
ice in drill, recruiting a id the
like, and the neceesary quota of en-
listed men for the quartermaster
corps, the hospital corps, the ord-
nance department, and other similar
auxiliary services. These are the ad-
ditions necessary to render the r.rmy
adequate for its present duties, duties
which it has to perform not only upon
our own continental :coasts and bor-
dere and at our interior army posts.
but also in the Philippines, in the
Hawaiian islands, at the isthmus, and
In Porto Rico.
ily way of making the country ready
to assert some part of Its real power
promptly, and upon a larger scale,
should occasion arise, the plan also
contemplates supplementing the army
by a force of 400.000 disciplined citi-
zens, raised in Increments of 133,-
000 a year throughout a period
of three years. This It is proposed
to do by a process of enlistment un-
der which the serviceable men of the
country would be asked to bind them-
selves to serve with the colors for pur-
pose of treining for short- periods
throughout three years, and to come
to the colors at call at any time
throughout as additional "furlough'
period of three years. This force of
400,000 men woitTd-be titniThred With
personal accoutrements as fast as
enlisted and their equipment for
the field made ready to be sup-
plied at any time They would be
assembled for training-at-stated in-
tervals at convenient places in as/io-
dation with suitable units of the
regular army. Their period of annual
training would not neconearily exceed
.-•
two months In the year.
At least so much by the way of
preparation for defense seems to me
to be absolutely Imperative noW. We
cannot do less.
- The Naval Program.
•TheeProarazu whiele will he ealet-boo
fore eeti by the Ireers.t*ft et Mee Wifiee
is sinillatly concelyed. It involves
_oretble partnerstilo and _mutual. aelvtin- only a shorteeing of, the time wattle'
0••-•-f• 444114%'' •
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STRIKING POINTS IN PRESIDENT WILSON'S MESSAGE
The department of war sontemplates an Increase of the standing
force of the regular army Stem its present strength of 5,023 officers
and 102.1165 enlisted men to 7.13e officers and 134,707 enlisted men, and
supplementing the army by a force 0 400.000 disciplined citizens.
It will be to the advantage of the country for the congress to adopt
• comprehensive plan for putting the navy upon • final footing of
strength end edielency.
The gravest threats against our nstiohal-peimie aid safety Wm
been uttered within our own borders _ .
It is necessary for many weighty reasons of ristienstsfeetaimumet
development that we should have a great merchant marine
It seems to me a clear dictate of prudent statesmanship and frank
finance that in what we are now to undertake we should pay as we go.
We should be following an almost universal *sample of modern elov•
Velment if we were to draw the greater paii-ar even the whole of the
revenues we need from the income taxes.
Wa Mal bean put ta the teat in (h*ease of _Mexico and we have
Meat. the-teat..:_lithetther eta haws Denented Monies by the coeree we
bees _pursued_ remain". tit ha mune _Ger concern f or the indspeociance
and prosperity of the states of Central and South America is not
altered.
which plans long matured shall be
carried out; but it does make deflnite
and explicit a program which has
heretofore, been only implicit, held In
the minds of the two committees on
naval affairs and dietelomesi In the dee.
hates of the two houses but nowhere
formulated or formally ettopted it
seems to me very clear that it will be
to the advantage ot--the- Country for
Ike congress to adopt a comprehen-
idire plan for petting the, navy 'upon
a final footing of, strength and effl•
clency and te preen that plan to com-
pletion within the next five-years.
We have always looked to the navy of
the - Country as our first and chief
line of defense; we have always seen
TFro Fe-liur manifest( course on pru-
'fence to be strong on the seas. Year
by year we have been creating a navy
which mew ranks .very- high indeed
among the navies of the maritime na-
tions. Wee should now definitely de-
terinlii;% how we shall complete what
wee have begun, and how soon.
The program to be laid before you
contemplates the enestrucelowe‘efflits,
five 'sears of teen battleships, Mx bat-
tle crUisere, 'tett scout eruisers, fifty
destroyers, fifteen fleet submarines,
eighteelleattialit submarines, four gun-
boats, one hospital ship, 'two ammuni-
tion...0dpi, two fuel oil ships, and on
regular repair ship. It .is proposed
that of this number we shall the first
year pro- 1d- -tor the -construction _of
two battleships, two battle cruisers.
three scout cruisers, flften destroyers,
itv trffeerettenartrowr, twenteetyterrinst-
submarines, two gunboats, and one
hospital ship; the second year, two
battleship'', one scout cruiser, ten de-
str6yeree. four fleet submarines, fifteen
coast submarines, one gunboat, end
one fuel oil ship; the third year, two
battreintine. one- 1511116----Cruiller.
scout .cruisers, five deetroyers, two,
tieel submarines, and fifteen coast
submarines; the fourth year, two bat•
tleshipe, two battle cruisers, two scout
cruisers, ten destroyers, two fleet sub
marines, fifteen coast submarines, one
ammunition r ship, and one fuel oil
ship, and the fifth year, two battle-
ships, one battle cruiser, two scout
cruisers, ten destroyers, two fleet sub-
marines, fifteen coast submarines, one
gunboat, one ammunition ship, and
one repair ship.
More Men for the Navy.
The secretary of the navy is asking
also for the immediate addition to the
personnel of the navy of 7,500 sail-
ors, 1.200 apprentice seamen, and
1,500 marines. This increase would
be sufficient to rare..for the ships
which are to be completed with-
the fiscal year19.17 and glee, tor_th9
number of men which must be put in
training to man the ships which will
be completed early In 1918. It is also
necessary that the number of midship-
men at the Naval academy at Annap-
olis should be increased by at least
three hundred
If this full program should be car-
ried out we should have built or build•
tng in 1921. according to the estimates
of survival and standards of classifi-
cation followed by the general board
of the department, an effective navy
consisting of ent -battleships, of the first
line, G battle cruisers. 25 battleships
of the second line, 10 armored cruis-
ers. 11 scout cruisers. 5 first-class
cruisers. 3 second-class cruisers. 10
third-class cruisers. 108 destroyers. 18
fleet submarines. 157 coast submarines.
6 monitors 20 gunboats. 4 supply
ships. 15 feel ships. 4 transports.
3 tenders to torpedo vessels, 8 ves-
sels of special types, and 2 ammuni-
tion ships. This would be a navy fit-
ted to our needs and worthy of our
traditions.
But armies and instruments of war
are only part of what has to be con-
sidered if we are to consider the su-
preme matter of national self-auflicien-
cy and security in all its aspects.
There are other great matters which
will be thrust upon our attention
whether we will or not There Is. for
example, a very pressing question of
trade and ahipping involved in this
meat problena of national adequacy.
It is necessary for many weIgnev rea-
sons 61hZIO1I3T efficiency-luta-dew
oproent that we should have a great
merchant marine.
It is high time we repaired out rms.
take and reanmed our commercial inde-
pendence on the seas.
Need of Merchant Marine.
For it Is a question of independ•
once. If other nations go to war or
Peek to dumper 'each other's com-
merce, our merchants. it seems, are
at their mercy, to do with as they
Please. We must ore their shim and
use them as they determine. WO have
not ships enough of our own. We
rennet 'handle our own commerce on
sewe-Oter indopendeuce so-pew:Wi-
fe Mut Ns einljnend lend end 'Within
our own borders. • We art not likely
niebe _Pe minded AIL else ...34b.i,114
  be fur the fiscal year 1517. 1101.1100.004)
Thome figures. taken with the figures
for the present navel year which I
have already given, disclose our Mein
teal problem for the year 1917 As
stinting that the taxes imposed by the
emergency revenue act and the pres
cot duty on sugar are to be discoutin•
ued, and that the bailout:0 at the dole
of the present flacon year will be only
1110,844,60r TO that the, disbursement*
for the Panama canal will again be
about twenty five millions. and that
the' additional ezperiditures for the
army and navy are authortzed birth*
emigre's, the deficit In the general
fund of the treasury on the thirtieth
of June, tell. will be nearly two hun-
dred and thirty-Us millions To this
sum at least fifty millions should be
added to represent • safe working bal.
Ince for the trele-Ure. and twetve tuft
/- lions to Include the usual defleleney 
e. estitnatell le 1-917I Snit their additions
wouldmalfe a total deficit or come two
hundred and ninety iaven millions. lf
the present taxes atiould be continued
of other nations in Healey of their
own trade, and are without means to
extend our commerre even where the
doors are wide open anti our goods
desireii. Such a lineation. is not te
tee t nfilirttfl. It is of- capital import•
Wick` not only that the United States
should be its own carrier on the seas
and enjoy the economic independence
which only an.alletwate merchant Iftb,-,
rine would give it, but 411•0 ..that flit
American hemisphere as . a -whole
should enjoy a like independence and
self euMcieney, If It is not to be drawn
Into the tangle of European .affairs,
Wit hoot such. Independence the .whole
question of our political unity and
self-determination is very: seriously
clouded and complicated Indeed.
Moreover, we cad develop nii true
or effective American policy without
ships -of Our owne.not- ships of war,
but ships of peace, carrying goods and
carrying much more; creating friend-
n hliiii and rendering .indispensable
seryleen to all int‘ceste on this side
the water.
Must irovidli -Slit* - 
.
With a view ie meeting these
priesing necessities of our commioce
and availing ourselves. at the earliest
possible moment of the ptesent un-
paralleled opportunity of linking the
wo ArneriFiltrigether th bonds of Mu-
tual interest and service, an oppor-
tunity .whicetemay never return again
if we miss it now, proposals will bo
made to the present congress fdr'tfiii
purchase or construction of shIps,to
TrovitirrricrIfirelrerbrtn gove141-
ment similar to those made to thee last
congress. but modified In some essete
eel particulars. I recommend these
proposals to you for your prompt am-
cepLanco_ with Ilia _mere confidence
because  every month that has elapted
since thi foriner prepeltals were made
has made the necessity for such .actiee
more and more manifestly imperative.'
That need was then foreseen; It is
now acutely felt and everywhere real-
lzed by those for whom trade is wait•
ins hut who can find no conveyance
for their goods. I am not so much in-
terested in the particulars of the pro-
gram as I am in taking immediate ad
vantage of the great opportunity. which
awaits us if we will but act In this
emergency.
The plans fee the armed forces of
the nation which I have outlined, and
for the general policy of adequate
preparation for mobilization and de-
fense. involve of course very large ad-
ditional expenditures 01 money-ex-
penditures which will considerably ex-
ceed the estimated revenues of the
government. It is made my duty by
law...._whertever_the_ eatimatea_bij "  '
penditure exceed the estimates of
revenue. to -call the attention Of the
congress' to the fact and suggest any
means of meeting the deficiency that
It may be wipe or possible for me to
suggest I am ready to believe that it
would be my duty to do so In any case;
and I feel particularly bound to speak
of the matter when it appears that the
deficiency yell arise directly out of
the adoption by the congress of meas-
ures which I myself urge it to adopt.
Allow me, therefore, to speak beetle
of the present state of the treasurt ough preparatioh OfTbe -nation to care
and of the fiscal problems which the for its own security and to make sure
nest year will probably disclose of entire freedom to play the Impartial
State of the Finances. role in this hemisphere and in the
. On the thirtieth of June last there World which we all believe.-to have
was an available balance in the gen- been providentially assigned to it. I
eral fund of the treasury of $104.170.- have had in my mind no thought of
105.78. The total estimated receipts any immediate or particular dauger
for the year 1916, on the assumption arising out of our relations with other
that the emergency revenuemeasure IllittentLe .-WL are at peace with all
passed by the last congress will not be the nations of the world, and there is
extended beyond Its present limit, the reason to hope that no question in
thirty-first of December. 1915. and controversy between this and other
that the present duty of one cent per governments will lead to any serious
pound on sugar will be discontinued breach of amicable relations, grave as
after the first of May. 1916. will be some differences of attitude and policy
$670,365.1500. The balance of June last have been and may yet turn out to be.
and these estimated revenues come, I am sorry to say that the gravest
therefore. to a grand total of $774.- threats against our national peaee and
435,605.78. The total estimated dig- safety have been uttered within our
bursements for the present fiscal year, own borders. There are citizens of
including $25.000.000 for the Panama the United State... I blush to admit.
canal, $12,0e0.000 for probable de- born under other flags but welcomed
ficiency appropriations. and $50,- under our generous naturalization
000 for miscellaneous debt reelemp- laws to the full freedom and epee',
twos; will be 1753.891.000; and tautly of America, who have Poured
1SLIttierlti-the--gerierar TUTid-orthe the porson OT driTofalty into 16e very
treasury will be reduced to $20.644,- arteries of our national ire; who have
605.78.•-The emergency revenue act, if sought to _bring the -authority and
continued beyond its present time I'm- good name- of our government into
nation, would produce, during the half contempt. be -destroy -Our industries
year then remaining. about $41.000,- wherever they thought It effective for
000. The duty of one cent per pound their vindictive purposes to strike at
on sugar, if continued, would produce them, and to debase deur politics to i
during tbe two months of the flecal the uses of foreign intrigue. Their
year remaining after the Artie of May. number is not great as compared with
about $15.000 000. These two sums, the whole number of tboee sturay
amounting together to s56.04o.o00. if hosts by which, our nation has been
added to the revenues of the second enriched in recent generations out
half of the fiscal year. would yield the of virile foreign stocks; but It is great
treasury at the end of the year an' enough to have brought deep disgrace
available belance. of S74,544,605.78. titian us and to have-made It nee*.
The A44it4em-1: -lent:nee T required earr, that. ,we setwattl .13rtiznigte...mekR
to ?'Rri'k.  biettP prorrnIn of mtillacy -use of procissses of .law by which we
and naval preparation of which 1 
b reI 
maY be paged of their corrupt di,-
' WWII& as at preecet  ealibutted, tempers __Amer*, stoker witnessed
. ---
—
,
•
throughout this year and the next.
however, there would be a balance in
the treasury of some seventy-six and
a half millions at the end of the poet
ent flecal year, and a deflOt at the
end of the next year of only some fifty
millions, or, reckonteg in sixty-two
millions for deficiency appropriations
and a safe treasury Melanie, at the end
of the, year, a total deficit Of softie
one hundred and twelve minima The
obvious moral of the figures Is (listen
is a plain counsel of prudence to con-
tinue all of thepreeent taxes or their
equivalents, and confine ourselves te
tha problem of providing $112,000A00
of new revenue rather than 11297.000e
000.
New Sources- of Reese-us.
flow shall we obtain the new rave,
nue? It seems to me • clear dictate .of
•
anything like this before. It sever
dreamed it possible that Saila *woes
into its own eitisemsblie men drawa
out of great tree stocks such as sup-
plied soma of the best and strongest
elements of that little, but how heroic,
nation that in • high day of old stetted
Its very life to free itself from every
entwinement that had darkened the
tomato., of the older nations and set
up a new standard here-that men
(4 such origins and such free choices
of allegiance would ever turn in
malign resettoe &RAMS( the govern.
mete and people who hail welcomed
aad nurtured them and seek to make
this proud country once more a hot-
bed of europeati passion. A little
while ago such a thing would have
seemed Incredible Because it was
Incredible we made no preparation
fur it. -Wir-weuld Ogee boon almost
ashamed to preparefor it. as if we
were siiipTeleius of ourselves, our Own
comrades and neighbors! But the
ugly and ineredtbie thing as ectual-
ly come about and we are without
adequate federal laws to deal with it.
I urge you to enact such laws at the
earliest possible moment and feel that
in doing so I am urging you to do
rnotheng tree than save the honor and
melt respect of the nation Such crea-
tures of passion, disloyalty, and an-
arehy must be crushed out. They are
hut many, but they are infinitely
malignant, and the hand Of Our power
should chase over them at once. They:-
haves formed plots to destroy property -.-
they eave entered into conspiracies
llgainlit the neutrality of the govern-
meat, they have sought to pry late
every confidential transaction of the
government In order to serve interests
alien to our own. It is possible to
deal with these things very effectually.
I need ndt suggest the terms in which
they may be dealt wfth.
prudent__Mateamanship___ and frank • Are Disgrace. to the leation. -_,
finance that in What we are now; 1 Ciat it could` be _said that
hope, to undertake, we should pay as
we go. The people of the countty are
entitled to know just what burdens of
taxation they are tie carry, and to know
from the outset, now. The new bills
ihourd be pe44--* internal -Umiak*.
To what sources, -then, shall we
turn? This is so peculiarly a question
whieli the gentlemen of the house of
representatives are expected under
'pinta few men, misled by mistaken
settlement!, of alleglafeeti to the govern-
mente under which they were born,
had been guilty of disturbing the self-
possession and zultirepreaenting the
temper and principles of the country
during these days of terrible war,
when it would seem that every man
_zebu was truly an American would
instinctively make it his duty and his
the Conatitutioa_to_propose an_answer ,4tri4e to keep the scales of judgment
to that you will hardly expect me- to even and prove himself a partisan of
do more than Mecums it In very gm- no nation but his own. But it cannot,
emit terms We should be following There are some men among us, and
an almost universal example of mod- many resident abroad who, though
ern government if we were to draw born and bred In the United States
jthe greater part or even the whole of and rattle/ themselves Americans,
1"the revenue's we need from the in- have so forgotten themselves and
rome taxes By somewhat lowering the their honor as citizens as to put their
present limits of exemption and the passionate sympathy with one or the
figure at wheel the suitax shall bealeoratber eide In the great European con-
to bee impogeti, and by increasing, step Met above their regard for the peace
by step throughout the present gradu- and dignity of tne United States. They
the - suns! itself, the _Income _Alegi preacie_and practice disloyalty.
tales le present lapportioned laws. I suppose, can reach cor•
-would yield sums sufficient to balance ruptions of the mlrui and heart; but I
the books of the treasury at the end should not speak of others without
of the fiscal year 1917 without any- also speaking of these and expressing
where Making the bufden unreason- the even deeper humiliation and scorn
ably or oppressively heavy. The pre- which every self-possessed and
use reckonings are fully and accurate- thoughtfully patriotic American must
ly set out in the report of the score- feel when he thinks of them and of
tary of the treasury which will be im- the discredit they are daily bringing
mediately laid before you upon us.
And there are many additional While we speak of the preparation
sources of revenue which can justly be of the nation to make sure of her
resorted to without hampering the in. security and her effective power We
dustries of the country or putting any must not fall into the patent error of
too great charge upon individual i's- supposing that her real strength
penditure. A one per cent tax per comes from armaments and mere safe.
gallon on gasoline and naptha would guards of written law,
yield, at the present estimated pro- What is more important is, that the-
duction. $40,000,000; a tax of 50 cents industries and resources of the coun-
per horse- power on automobiles and try should be Avattable and ready for
Internal explosion engines, $15,000,- mobelization.
00o; a stamp tax on bank checks,/ The transportation problem is 
.a.e- probably 
.
$14,000,040; oetaxeciele-oents---eleeedingle- -eordous end Preeenedeone
In this country. There has from
time to time of late been reason
to fear that our railroads would
not much longer be able to cope With
it successfully, as at present equipped
and co-ordained. I suggest that it
would be wise to provide for a com-
mission of inquiry to ascertain by a
thorough canvass of the whole ques-
tion whether our laws as at present
framed and administered are as serv-
iceable as they might be in the solu-
tion of the problem. It is obviously a
problem that lies at the very founds-
Hon of our efficiency as a people. Such
an Inquiry ought to draw out every
circumstance and opinion worth con-
sidering and we need to know all sides
of the matter if we mean to do any-
thing in the field of federal legislation
Regulation of Railroads.
No one, I am sure, would wish to
take any backward step The regula-
tion of the railways of the country by
federal commission has had admirable
results and has fully justified the
hopes and expectations of those by
whom the policy of regulation was
originally proposed. The question is
not what should we undo' It is,
whether there is anything else we can
do that would supply us with effective
means, in the very process of regula-
tion, for bettering the conditions un-
der which the railroads are operated
and for making them more useful serv-
sets of the country as a whole.
seems to ale that it might be the part
of wisdom. therefore. 'before further 
legillatron in this field is attempted. to
look at the whole problem of co-ordina-
tion and efficiency in the full light of a
fresh assessment of circumstance and
opinion, as • guide to dealing with the
several parts of it.
For what we are seeking now, what
in my mind is the single thought of
this mortgage, is national efficiency and
security We serve a great nation.
We should serve It in the spirit of its
peculiar genius It is the genius of
common men for self-govertiment, in-
dustry. justice. Ifherty sell peace. We
should see to it that it lacks no Instru-
ment, no facility or vigor of taw, to
usaliA it eiLlielest tdplaY mot with
energy, safety and assured succees. ln
this we are no partleang but heralds
and prophets et a- new age, .
per ton on pig Iron. $10,000,000; a tax
of Newels per ton on fabileated iron
and steel. probably $10,000,000 In a
Country of great industries like this it
ought to be easy to distribute the bur-
dens of taxation without making them
anywhere bear oo heavily or too ex-
clusively upon any one set of persons
or undertakings. What is clean ie,
that the industry of this generation
Should pay the bills of this generation.
I have spoken to you today, gentle-
men, upon a single theme, the thor-•
,
THE MURRAY LEDGER EW.RIJDOPHAINS
TWENTY POUNDS.0. J. JEN/ZINGS, EDITOR.
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STREET FOREMAN RAPIDLY REC.- Mamma at the pastallice at Murray, Kentucky, for tranaullaalon through
— - ---- Om mails na ;sound class matter. ..• 
___,__._ .. OVERING HEALTH AF1ER
EIGHT YEARS..
THURSDAY. DECEMBER 9, 1913
I
Ob. yes, we recall now. He ' steam-roller tactics practiced in
Vas Mason's Brookdale'Hamlett.I the:recent state platform conven-
e alto ran. tion. The action of the Nation- . _..........
The price of Ford feed has ad- provel of loyal democrats throusr-- - 
Padueah, Ky., Dec. 1.- One of
- - al Committee will meet the sp-
vaneed to 20 cents per gallon. enout. the state. Goy. Stanley the best known employes of the
Better stall feed the her! bug- addressed a letter, filed with city ot Padean is now adding his
so__Alas untilpticoulactine-__. - - .-peeseeist 
sniern;-Thttltettyrterni-ttestimony to the chorus of
Down in Georiewliiiin corntatiff concealed abut*, - charaffer- -t Pruvig-that Ildruiall"MkT 411
 overthis section for the remarkablelaic of the man, to a member ofwas married to a Mr. Cobb. Of work that Tanlac is doing for ;
course Ed Crowe, of-the Dexter, the committee urging the unseat- the public health. Mr. E. W. Iing of Mr. Woodson. However,
Rudolph, who resides at 1306
Trmble 
Mo., Statesman. had to get cute
and regardless of the fact that . 
with and ask if the 
result wouldn't
he was elected governor by the street. hbe corn cobs. the city for eighteen years which
he has served for many years asWe can't quite understand what successful democratic candidate
street foreman. His acquaint-the fellow who entered the ex- in the history of this state, Mr.
ance extends throughout Westpress office and carried away Stanley's rabbit foot failed to
Kentucky and his reputation forforty pints of liquor" wanted charm the National Committee.
integrity makes his statementwith the five dollars in money.
Your Own Healing Riiisly ii one of unusual interest. He says:its:mks like anybody ought to get 1116
Home. "For the last eight year s+ Irich enough on forty pints.
have been a sutTerer from head-
Evidently but few . Calloway Buy a 50c bottle of Farris Heal- ache and stomach trouble. My
citizens have killed hogs as yet. ing Remedy, add to it a pint of head ached all the time —sons
We are confident that this state- Linseed Oil to make a healing times it felt like it would split.
talent Incorrect, because severalA7141. mild- ea Itit -pound of lard rtwailmtiossible for me to kee
hundred have promised all - a or a pound of vateline to make anything on my stomach.
mess of bones and sausage"-aa_-an ointment. tookwill then have good _night's sleep was un
soon as they killed, and no-Fa sixteen- ounces orlite Healing After the lig test ni
-bone in the yard to date. Remedy for harness and saddle sotitil form on m. galls, barbed wire cuts, scratches I would suffer witThe first semi-official statement
or any sore where the skin is bro- side that made niissued by Governor Stanley was
ken. Positively guaranteed thea Vublie deelarat ion that liquors
best made. Make it at home.would be barred from the execu• .
By so doing you have $2 worthtive mansion during his term of
. for 50c.-Sexton Bros.office, nor wine or strong drink
ExpresiOtfice Robbed.of any character perrni
state banquets. Gosh. he's get-
in' on the water wagon blasted
quick.
smallest majority ever given a
press Co.. of this city, was en- Het Nry trouble w" pro n
14144""arltirhtl'etwrrn id-tills thing and that and I did--NotietrirttftrtrapttS11 0 i and :30 o'clock and robbed of everything tbey told me to do,many important cases in the- - about forty pints of whisky and without any beneficial results.Graves County Circuit Court one $5 in money. Pntrance was ef- Finally- I got interested in Un-naturally concludes_that Judge fected through the rear door of lac througlf reading the testimosFlatt is determined* to clear the thebuilding• d nials of so many others havinglocket for his youthful success- company. W. W. Wisehart, of
Paris, was here _Tuesday night 
the same kind of troubles, whoor. Judge Bunt: Gardner. who
will assume the duties of the of- twith his blood hounds, en route 
said how much goodTaritac did
them. They all were so strongfice the first of January. Fo. home from Cadiz, where he was• for it I thought I would try it,J os will . called Monday to trail down a
criminal charged with settingThe Ledger directs attention
fire to a stock barn near that 
"I bought one bottle of Tanlac.'to the message of President Wil-
lace, and he reported, that Ar- 
and' it gave me so much reliefson to the national congress pub- !
-lished in this issue. It is one ofithur Cooper, who was in the 
,tnhlyat I continued taking it. Now
limelight here in Calloway dur--4 
headache is entirely gone-the most masterful state papers.' never bothers me at all. I canever delivered to congress, and ing the night rider troubles,
turning state's evidence impli- 
eat anything in the world with-every citizen should read it. The I out any bad results. I feel fine. eating a number of good men inLedger is the only Calloway pa at nights and get up feelingcrimes of which they were inno-per that will print the message
cent, was trailed down by the 
good. You'll Irnow how muchas delivered by.the president.
dogs and placed under arrest,
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Charley,charged with the crime. Mr.Pritchard. four mileaThf_htiy.---iWisehart took his dogs to thefield, a fine boy. Mrs. Pritchard! express office and the immedi-was formerly Miss Nannie Fon-
ately took a trail and went to thedren. This makes ten children
born to Mrs. Pritchard and her CityLight Co's. plant and from
married sister, and this is the there to the county jail. Tues-Grst boy.-Mayfield Messenger.1 day morning at about 2 o'clock
WELL KNOWN MAN, CITY EN.
Pi.011. FOR I& YEARS.
TANUIC-FECED 1115 TROUBLES.
goes only five times.
,gas
ach at d
ins in my
(Ty:
ter" are twc, and two bto. ten a charge of being drunk and die- ..t this remarkable preparation toorderly. T hey were releasedI those who call.from custody Tuesday. - I•The National Democratic Corn- 
 Hilts.T
--- —_ mates in session Tuesday of For a mild, evy action of the
this week at Washington recus- bowels, try Doi Regulets, a
modern likativ . 15e-all stores. . 
Mrs. Mintie Russell is on theed to oust Mr. U %Vsey oc one:s, of 
sick list.Owensbaro, ea - cornmitte.?man -r"--
Inni-th:s stet% sad tusat W. B. - Did you eVeer-of anyleely -.1H-Rele.70. eorge Parker is veryselling stove at 5c a joint poorli.: .Haldeman. f Lsuissille. Hal- except the Muf,ray Furniture and • There was a nice birthday din-dernan eras the b2oeficiary of the Undertaking,CV No you never. ner at Mr. Parker's on the 22nd,• t - •
+-- ---- it being his 74th birthday. There<>41pc.,4100411100411100411PCIlic4DOvimpromircim041,041,40100 was a big crowd and a fine din-
1 ....Magazines- the Ideal Christina' Gift ....
i
rlivE any member of your family or
‘..4your friend p a year's_ subsCriptilip__ to-
their favorite Magaiinc. We can -furnish
any Migazine published,—/ ;,.±::-. -r-- :
We Are The Magazine Agents.
Dale, Stubblefield & Company
The Rexall,Store. Murray's Leading Druggists.
,..1mcipoilioo-41104.0.0.0.0•Kmmoommpolipciwo
•
...
ner.
Moving is-the go now. Mr.
Andrew Jones moves to Mr.
Smotherman's: Messrs Robert
4 Vaughn, Parker and Elkins to
S. L Evans' places: Jim Scott
to the place he purchased from
Chadwick; R. Martin to Joe
Thurman's: Mr. Childers leaves
the hills.
4--we are having plenty-- of mud
and rain and hard times.-Hobo.
Cotton Ginning. -We will gin
cotton each Friday and Sa
beforethe- first Sunday
month'at our gin at
Mill. We solid, your
Tanlac, the master medicine,
usual about this announcement. t:Dick, Billie Allbritten and RudyYou understand that  
Well, nothing remarkably un- i Hamer Thomas, Josh Holt, Geo.
"Mrs. .Allbritten were arrested at the'
ifield's Drug Store, where J. L
iCooper's assistants are busy
such an enthusiastic way, is sold
in Murray at Dale & Stubble- J. L. MARTIN & COMPANY
of which Mr. Rudolph speaks in
Pritchard and her married sis- light plant and placed in jail on 'daily explaining the merits of 
t a
I would belch soefr gas that bur-
ned like fire and my head oftea
thumped and ached all night. -
"I didn't just sit down and
make up my mind to be misera.
bie. I tried every kind of med-
icine that was recommended toThe office of the Southern Ex. me, Almost, and still I got no re-
ll},41r-•••41e.-•841•0.-•••illr—iiPdatamesePAPPRea'AP"'""41.."
...41
better I am when I tell you that
I've gained twenty pounds since
l_have_heen using Tanlac.. I can
not praise it too highly, for I be-
lieve it will do all it is claimed
to do."
Cash Clothing Store
Mens' and Boys' clothing, .Furnishings
and Shoes at -S Lo—w--- Prices..
Beginning Saturday, December 11, 1915, we will discontinue the
charge system and make ONE-LOW CASH P
wE feel deeply grateful to our friends And Customers who have helped us in'building our business, and we have endeavored to give full value in each
and every transaction, but a careful study of conditions convinces us that the
cash basis is best for all concethed.
. The cash buyer should not be made to pay for losses through poor cred,
of intt rest on bank loans to par0Uf bills as a result of poor collections. A visit
TO our store will convince yottithat *e- Jmake-a difference. We will be glad to
show you some of the Best -Made brands itrall departments, the medium grades
at lower prices, and in every instance the price, the CASH PRICE, will be
the lotvest possible, qualitrcousidered.
We quote a few -pkices for comparison, and want to emphasize this is not
ONE-DAY or ONE-WEEK SALE, but 3/gentle reminder of - what you
may expect III. - YailiCS for H OV • THE COUNTER in our- store
every day in the year.
: 4 44
G12 50 value in . Men& and
..._
?dens' Suits. Cash Price e
- •
$11.95 buys a Suit which ould ordi-
good valve at $15.00 I.
conmideregL-a
$13 50, our low, eash price Suits I
that are excellent
values -
Special Low Cash Prices on
Hart, Shaffner & Marx Suits and
- Overcoats
The Best Goods Sold in Murray
For Specials in our Boys' Department
we show All Wool Suits, lin-
ed Pants. Extra values at .50
Better grades in Boys' Slits. Extra
at $6.50 aurli()1values shown
for ch
„Cash . •DcRiall/ and $3.50
Mens Mackinaeo- zn
Excellent valuea elthaM toS7,50
An excellent lot of Suitable Gifts lie-
men and boyf, in Holiday risliasss..
f‘necial Prices are now en in our Ov-
ercoat Department. Sle values we
show in Men' from Best e e 00
Made down to 
iptl*_
We offer the Very Best Possible
values in Funiishing 'Goods - -
Standard Makes as Wilson Bros.'
Furnishings, Cooper's Und'wear,
Ireland Bros.' Gloves, etc. We
INVITE COMPARISON on
Quality and Price.
We mean to give our customers better values than ever before, and to dothis WE MUST HAVE CASH OVER THE COUNTER. This is pos-tively our terms to everybody.—NO GOODS CHARGED.
. •Thanking you fotpast patronage. and assuring -you -that--we want yourbusiness on a basis that-we-believe will be to our mut-dal-interest. •
Yours very truly,  
J. P. LEE WINS
IFIGHT FOR OFFICE,
$100 Reward. $100.
The readers of this -paper will
pleased to learn. that there is
least one ereadea disease
I
at
Mat
)
Lost.
rn
Grove,
seielleu has been able to cure in 3
its _stages, and that is Catarrh.
Hall's Catarrh Cute _lathe onb 
4+44e-ert-r.--new kritrim to the 'medical41.— J. P.: fraternity:- catarrh being a..otonst:-Frankfort, Ky., Dec.
all
Lewis, republican candidakc for
sseretary of state, scored in the
Franklin Circuit Court Saturday
morning when_Judge Stout dis-
solved the temporary restraining
order granted BarkAdale Ham-
lett, restraining the state board
of election commissions from
canvassing the returns in the el-
ection of secretary of state and
issuing a certificate. •
According to the board's can-
vass, Lewis had a plurality ( f
tntional disease. regnireyt consvro-
.
thmal tteattnent. ttalfire Catarth
I cari, is eakq1 internOty, acting
1:ilun the bly4.  raid inueutis
.surfael s of the .tein, thereby de-
• str,la int; the fu dation of the
ease -anti iTtt I lite patient strrngra
hrlInthillg-lifl the #otst itutiiin and
.a44sisting neture in dein,- its *work . •; The proprietors have so much fait!,1 in its-curative powers that they.otier
4 -.0i144 Handred-Dtdistiatittliti -fiaseirt:
fielia to cure -48end_flt tit test:-
tn.51.71a1.1:14(...H- EN EY & ;
- !
;14.id lw all druggist
red fu
-ear old child.
return. Mrs. . YNing, Alm%
Ky.._lit.
-Between Joe 'Falwell's,
of Prov ence. and
cloak for 4
pav for its_
115.- -The board may now pro DA. Fan;fly Pitts Ireit—clinjceed with the canvass and issue stipatiea.
the certificate. leaving Mr. Ham-
111
lett to contest if he so elesiree."
larged pictures deOeive you by'
.let any agent for en-'
In that event Lewis would holdl
the office until the contest was telling that yoy can't find oval
and will give "he svrk prompt 
settled.
irises
Son. 
Thurman & bofore our line
Buy your tI
attention.-J. M.
•-• .
day
ch
on
• son & Broselts.
7•7•a:—.
frames with cativex glass at
Murray, for I have the goodsU presenta1and can sell tii' you at juet half
..
broken.-John-
. 
thi. agents price.--J. H. Ceku,r.. •   •li.
'4
\
tr.
•". "
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For Partridge, Wood-
cock, Squirrel or Rabbit
Shooting the
44 GAUGE SHOTGUN
No, 101
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Sant
IAA
Mrs. Fla-Mut;
field, was So the
the sioskid her
be In Murray
camber 11.
rtin, of May -
city this week
sister, Mrs. E.
1111• auti I line of holt.
Iday e onery you ev-
4t• 00.—Dale,
Stu d Co.
Christiunson and wife,
of Erin; Tenn., are in the city
the auss4-0-ber-vir.
• en*, n Irvin and wifise----
rly d get the first
assortment of
e candy. Pack-
0.00. ale, Stub.
& Co.
Co to
Christmas
I have
and convex g
ed pictures.
Make the
a tooth
of boxing
blefield &
arrasmi. • ."
Parmiartas Noel !tees.
Lifting the embargo nu taboo,
co shipments from America to
Churchill. Europe has tdU/UI the farmers
P• give him to wear a hrold emilot and to be-i
tlaall or a pair gin hustling mound Le le,041
yes. -Dale, Stub- plant beds and prepareAsuille-
• other crop.
Sheriff Patterson, Jones
and Representative T. R. Jones
attended the inauguration of A.
0. Stanley, as governor, Tues-
day of this week.
Only 26 and 36 cents admission
to the entertai etit--al the
school rday night. A
MaTitujitjt f the yes, iIih.
est demi, 1 admission
being 76 ts.
J. D. Rowlett, deputy state
banking commissioner, in charge
of the affairs of the defunct Cit-
izens Bank declared aseond div-
idend of 25 per cent. payable to
depositors and cheeks for the
amount are being mailed.
Mrs. James It Thomason, one
of the most highly esteemed la. Mr. Billie Malone, _who has
diesel Paris, descendant of a been seriously ill of rheumatism
splendid Henry county family,
and wife of one of the leading
lawyers of that city, died at 7:30
ded. 50c a box all stores, o'clock last Friday evening to!-
Fannie Hendrick was re• lowing an operation. Mrs. Thom-
ceived at the Murray Surgical son had been an invalid for the
Hospital the latter part of thej past several months. She was a
past week where she underwent sister of Mrs. T. B. Ellison, of
an operation for appendicitis. Fort Worth, Texas.
Sbe ie recovering rapidly. Aids received for the construe-
' it Theoltold. the reliable cob tion of the first two miles of the Touts Takes Life by Hanging.
now located up-stairs over Pine Bluff road, to be reconstruct-
• ow
care
ficti
utiful
blefiel .
any itcbing
sczern salt
aid held. ti
Ointme
im ense assort-
ly lected books.
toy, juvenile
if •oks.
n trouble,
eum,
rpes, scabies.
• hly rec-
. J. Stubblefiel 'place of
ess, ants a are of your
este I rk is all guar-
and pro ervice is a
aity wit him. riees al.
reasonable. Go and see
ed under the state-aid plan, were
1
 received and opened by the fis-
cal court at its meeting last week
and the contract awarded to C.
1-Tr. Malaarry, of Springfield,Tenn., at $7,460.18 for two miles.
- As soon as the Mil ratified by
A distinct earthquake shoekofithe state road commissioner work
-several seermds'fiuratten- •1* cunndeflre&
felt in Murray Tuesday at about Uncle Jack Wilcox, aged about
1245 o'clock. Almost the entire 88 years, died the past week at
citizenship felt the quake, and a his home a few miles southeast to a rope thrown around a rafter
number of buildings were shakiof the city, -after a-several dayestiss his -father's barn He had
en to such an extent that occu• illness of blood poison. He WKSbeen hanging there over an hour{
vacated. The shock wasione of the oldest citizens of the1 from all evidence.
hroughont the Ohio suidMis- I, county and one of the best be- 1 Stringer has a brother, Vander
'Stringer, in the state asylum atloved and most widely known. He
Hardin, Ky., Dec. 8.—A coro-
ner's jury-this-Morning 'return.
ed a verdict stating that Arlie.
Stringer, aged 27, _ came to his
death by hie own hand and that
:le was temporarily ingane whet'
he committed the deed. -
ppi valleys.
rt Myers,. a well known cit-
who lived a few miles south
e city, died very suddenly
past week from the effects
martyrdom, using painfu ndages,
Irritating salves, !dicky tape. toe-
ba enemies, tiod-bring i i rumors and
soisseml She reogno sense In
et. Use nets-1 In '2 seconds.
Lasy,staupte,Pow test painless coin-
mon 5 .r,se! Mil . are doing It
PI`Vetr faits. You ea ear smellier shoes
Dow. You don't a limp around
say more. or seal on t side of your
'boaa to try to a. t say fro your corns!
, you knew for orei T.41, you tree
.00ta•It" that I • corn or cal is goingaway. roc 3, calluses, andt•untoris.
• ii...o.ler sold b• all Ista
Ma bottts7 sent dtrect by B. w.room * I 'u.. Chicago.
Sold In blutray sod recommended
ms Ian weed's_ beiit.corit•tammuty,-
--ast.litii..-.. .. .
_
_•l- -------
a
& Broach's
everything.
oval frame*
for enlerg-
- -
The high school at this place
is preparing fer a nice program
the 18th of this month, Come
and bring someone with you,
for it will Ize something smith
hearing.
Mrs. Joe Boyd-is very sick
pneumonia at the home of Do
Overby.
Sam Andrus atitrirmilf and
Prentice Cloys and wife motor-
ed to Mayfield and spent Sunday
afternoon.
Mrs. John Fuqua spent last
week with friends near Benton.
Garline, the little, daughter of
Carl Adair, has been very sick
of diptherla hut is up_  thl
writing.
of the heart, is improving.
Mrs. Willie Whitelow, of May-
field, spent Saturday and Sunday
with her mother, Mis. Anne
Jones.
- Mies Itnogene Jones, of May-
field, is visiting relatives here.
The stork mad a visit to our
country and lsft a boy at • the
home of Ben Grant. He has been
christened Charles Oliver Grant
yetolsAlle sou?" J.
J. Stringer. a well .known farm-
er, was found this- morning at
6:30 o'clock hanging by the neck
Hopkinsville.is survived by. five daughter!:
Mrs. N. L. -White, Hazel; Miss Car of fr cabb
Sis Wilcox. Mrs. Mettle *Beard ceived. Will 1
and Mrs. Kern Nesbit, all of the long as they la-;t.
appoplexy. He was out in county. The burial took place with you. Par
stable lot looking after his in the Mt. Pleasant cemetery.
k when the end came. His Rev. 0. C. Wrather, formerly
sudden death was quite a shock pastor of the Camden circuit,
to his family and friends in the Methodist church, was in Paris
county. He was a splendid citi- last Tuesday to visit relatives
zen and had many friends.
F. M. Luter died Monday at
the home of his son, Joe_Luter a
w miles southwest of the city,
after a lingering illness result-
ing from a stroke of paralysis.
lie was one of the oldest citizens
_ _-of the county, a Confederate sol-
dier and was widely and well
known, and ie survived by num-
before leaving for Mem phis
where he has been assigned by
the conference to take the pas-
torate of the churches at Raines
and Steveson. His transfer to
the Shelby county chnrchesand
in a larger and more profitable
field is a compliment to thefabil-
ity shown in his first year's
work at Camden. Paris Parisian
erous relatives. The burial was Mrs. F. R. Ferguson, many
in the Martin's Chapel cemetery. years a resident of this county
_-- and widely and well known, died
* the first of the Week arthe homeNow-Way Wonder of her daughter, Mrs. E. T. Dun-
for Corns, "Gets-lt" grippe and pneumonia. Mrs.
away. Portales, N. M., of the
The Big Surprise for Corn Owners. Ferguson left Murray some few
It. Sure, Suuple, Safe, Quick. weeks ago to spend the winter
  Listen to the wee story of "0-eta-It," I with her daughter, and the an-ilhe -world s realest. corh remedy. It _
it short atory.—only about two feet,— noiincement of her death came
61=y had a. little 'Gets-It,' and !'upon her tee; and every Limo ; as a great shock to many rela-
t fives and friends in this county.
The remains were brought here'
forbtfrial. She is survived by
i two daughters. Mrs. Dunaway,
I of Pansies. N. M., and Mrs.
tWiti Tetley, of this city._
The farireera' institute con-
ducted here last Friday and Sat-
urday was attended by very
'email crowds each day. Never-and 
'Cr-
selassinvIrasaipinsw.uw"",s eesr:tstPim theless, the good done will be
she put on 'Ccta-It.' the corn was :lasting and those whodia attendsure to go.' Mar). like thousands of
were greatly benefitted. Weothers, used to be a heroine suffering
take it for granted that the bulk
•
of Calloway farmers think they
know as much about producing
farm products as the experts
sent here to talk to them and
with them. Such a couclusion
is naturally reached from such
evidences as were shown last
week in the farming school. It
is to be earnestly hoped that in
the Atm.! *greater interest will
be takeaw•a•--
• •
•
S
Buy Gifts That Are Worth While
Gifts chat convey the True Christmas Spirit
Gifts that give pleasure throughout, the year..
Give sonething USEFUL, then the Christmas
- joy will be enhanced by the realization-of the
lasting pleasure the gift : •
Suggestions-From Our Stock of-USEFUL and SENSIBLE GIFTS:
KODAKS SAFETY RAZORS DOLLS
' DOLLAR WATCHES HAND MIRRORS
— FOUNTAIN PENS -TINE PURSES
FINE CASE PIPES POCKET KNIVES
HAIR BRUSHES COMBS
CLOTH and BATH BRUSHES
PACKAGE CIGARS
_Ma Famous GUTH and LIGGETT'S Chow-
s, to suit every purse and taste, io - •
packageaseen 10c to $10.00. -
BOOKS: Poplar Fictioe, Beautiful Gift
Books, Tortuld Juvenile. Better As- '
sortment than ever before.
Bibles and Testaments, 10c to $5.00
Cut Glass Perfume Atomizers filled with
Famous Sunkist and Alma Zada Perfume.
Violet Duke Toilet Outfits, $1.50.
Package Perfume gad Toilet Water Sc4 apt
faidieo S'4,611, .c
QUALITY : SERVIC _PRICE
Come early before the tremenduous Christmas
- rush and let us help you select your gifts.
-Dale Stubblefield & Company
The Rexall Store. Murray's Leading Druggists.
•
Luke McLuke Says.
The ttiglzeuble
that is supposed to besamicraded
is that it is seldom pointed at
the supposer when it is dischar-
ged: -
It is a fine- thing-to ismer-at
Misfortune, but 4 malie-an!t—Iii-
icate a laugh when he steps on a
Wooden collar button with his
bare foot.
shouldn't they? Sime
Tne hen lhat lays h
pink ton
not-laying ar
40c awl SOe Eggs.
_If yout-tans,w -• $325 I. 4ad 0131y- •Y-"S, •
••
when eggs were high. why:EYE GLASS FRAM-- ••
ens do. 10 Karat
a healthy, 41
gi118* Thc" LENSES from $1.00 up.
6 fn °lir' • their tongue te has a whi- All First Oast Work and
Gaaraateed.tish jot*. „What'aNIke matter?f.:
What's the matter wall you when ;
your tongue is white? li.liaus? DR. JOHNSON
- Any smart girl can give a That's just what ails the hen. : ..raitam bldg. office moue 133
. . ..
e ust re- man a kiss and make him imag- Start her liver and see her get •  essees•85 cents as me that he stole it. busy. B. A. Thomas' Poultry 
Bring a sack As a rule, the man who does Powder is guaranteed to start, Closing Out Sale.—HouseholdPerdue. a lot of worrying over the time her liver and to start the eggs. : and kitchen furniture, horses,—Sexton Bros I mules, cattle, farming imple-
ments, buggy, pea hay; every-A gentling French 'Briar or
.Meerschaum rsjpe in craolid leath. thing goes. Dee. 14, 10:30 a. m.
case is just the .thing every M. N. Taylor, 5 mile* west of,
ye a beauti-! Murray. 1 mile east of Stella on
• 5
ratt`i 0.0/
PAogo a
H. B. Bailey's
Jewelry Store
We are here to serve you
faithfully and intelligently.
For months we have be
making preparations. We
have thought of each of you.
It matters little what you
want in the way of jewelry--
it matters not how little or,
-how T you ivanpitt spend,
we are prep 10 give you
just what yti wan at the -
prier You/ant to pay.
This hristmas stock of
ours is complc:e in .-ewery -
detail. It is complete in
variety of ossortment. com-
plete in -quality and, above all
else, it is right in price.
You ivould be doing your-
self and Our friends a great
injustice if you considered
buying Christmas presents
before seeing what we have
to offer. Everything that is --
good in jewelry, watches,
silverware, cut glass, and
clocks, is here.
Among the nationally ad-
itertisell lines which we
carry, we wish to particularly
mention the W-W-W guaran-
teed setrings. W-W-Wrings
are ideal and acceptable gifts
lweause they give satisfac-
tion, because each one is
guaranteed, and because the
prices are modest.
444-.440e.
••
the saloons doge at night doesn't
have to do much worrying over
what time the banks open in the
morning.
Getting a wife and an auto are
about the same th;ng. It isn't
the first coot that breaks you.
It is the running expenses.
If her Daddy has monex she-
lls Willowy. If her Dandy is
poor, she is Skinny..
Do not let your head swell.
About the time you get to be-
lieve that the Firm can't get
along without you it makes the
experiment and keeps right on
doing business.
Don't pose as a Hard Guy.
The original Hard Guy was the
Cardiff Giant and he was not on-
ly a Dead One, but 'a Big Bluff
'into the bargain.
j A woman's idea ,of Simplicity
is to wear a $2 dress with $20
worth of orchids pinned on to it.
If the truth were only known.
the Newspapers are:not one-half
so inaccurate as' the men who
'shoot off their mouths and then
-deny- the' itaterviews.
Maybe -if a man had to reply
on the few nickles he got from
his wife for spending money he
-would alto go into ten stores and
hunt far a bargain before spend-
ing a dime.
Most women want a piano in
the front room because other
women hues piano in the front
room. . -
(;(3. Williams, a negro youth
employed at the -Currier Cafe,
stole a diamond ring from Mrs.
Burgie and carried it to Paducaki
and cold it for $1.10.• The ring!
was recovered and the negro ar-f
rested and placed in jail.
For baby's croup/ Willie's dai-
ly cuts an ists, mama's sore
throat. gm 's lameness—Dr ,
Thomas ElActric —tie house-4
hold remedy. 25c a 30c:
man wants. We
ful assortment. Pric very reas--
onable.—Dale, Stubble eld & Co.
- Marriage -1*---sornethins-sthatt
Converts a Courtship into a Bat-
tleship.
41M
Murray and Mayfield road. 2*
A KODAK wiU make anyone
homy Christmas. We are
ray's exclusift, agents. — Dale,
Stubblefield &
AriTiVa4U5 COM*
-
Next Saturday, December 11,
Santa Claus is coming to our store.
We want you to be- here to- meet
run. We alts..going to haG6,some
entertainmeats thit-AKill please you. ..
Also every child thattecpts this
invitation will beigiven a prwnt.
This is something you can't afford to' "miss,
neither can your parents. Come and bring
them and all your friends. This is going
to be the biggest day you ever saw. San-
ta will be looking for you and will have 
your presents ready for you. Be sure and
come:
JOHNSON.BROACH
Voce), Store
tri -
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"Fatou Ann( Is nearly one hundred
year. old She Wm borne twenty chil-
dren, alio haa had Any grandchildren:
she tote sees witiap=fillitell;_ tillfir
and many mothers. $he elep. uot be'
here the sick man has the Evil Eye.
Abe la not afraid of your fifty armed
men Fatou Atoll is not afraid. Al-
lah ir great. She *III not give tiP the
Frenchman because of fear, nor will
she give him up to any mem Sim
gives him to the women of his people.'
With dignity and majesty and with
great beauty of carriage, th Lid worn-
an turned and walked toward her but
and the Bedouins followed her.
CHAPTER XXII.
Into the Desert. _ _
A week litter the minivan of the Dee
de 'Tremolit lef Algiers. Julia Red•
niond came unexpectedly to the vi
lla
of Madame de la Mains at an ear
ly
morning hour Madame Se Is Maine
saw her standing on the threrhold Of
her bedroom des_
"(lien. Madame.” Julia said, "rant
leaving today with a dragoman and
twenty servants to go into the desert."
- lelsdame de in Maine Was Mill In
bed. At nine o'clock oho read her pa.
pets and her correspondence.
'Into the desert --alone'"
Julia. with her eremite In her
gloved hands:- 'milled sweetly though
she was very pale. '1 had not thought
of going alone, Madame." she replied'
with charming assurance, "1 knew you
On a chair by. her bed was a wrap.
_per of blue talk and lace. The corn-
tease sprang up and then thrust her
feet into her slippers and stared it
Julia.
"What are you5 eiting to do in the
-Watch"
desert'!"
Hamrnet Abou pointed to the but ''Yes, yes!" nodded Madame de la
"You have a white captive In thers Maine. "And your aunt'"
Is he alive!" 
. Deep In a bazaar for tin hospital,"
"What is that to you, son of a dog" smiled Miss Redmond
"The mother of many sons is wise." Madame de la Maine regarded her
said liammet Abou portentously./but slender frietrol with admiration and
-111Olf-doee not hfieweil
ret=thie-reart car- • envy --Why hadn't I thought of ler
Ven the Evil Eye. His dog-Carries the ; she rang fOr her meld
V Eye for his enemies. Your people "Because- your grentaranclfa
ther breath 
of the sand-flowers. The token
have gone to battle. Talese this man wationot a-pioneer!" _Sna
g gamma- 4. Of the Ar
abs. not unmuelcal, though
is cast out from your village. your I answered. 
hoarse and appealing, cried out (hell
love-song, arid then the music turned
sons will be destroyed." the desert In its burning embrace.
young men, your grandsons and your The sun which, all day long
, bold
to invocation and to prayer.
The old woman regarded him calmly went westward In hi* own brilliant 
The two women listened silently as
the night fell. their figures sh
arply
outlined in the beautiful clarity of the
eastern night.
Julia stood upright In her severe
riding dress, she was as slender as a
boy. She remained looking toward tbe
You favor the coward Franks.'she teat. her white dreeti and er white 
horizon. immovable, patient, a cheat
watcher over the uncommunicative
said In a high voice. "You have came
TRS MUM, L1110•11L. 11111111116T.
111)1.4E)
MAIK__NLAN
ILLU5TRATION,-* RAY NaLTER5
georr---A.Ffiw*dzi.tr~r
81INOP11111.
La
band. & 
1144=iiillizelnumei••risio ,ven
eaveleen
lrlith terrier pop and
Mimeo It rite pone Ile dines with the
Margolis., deKselignac •nd meets Miss Ju•
ila Redmond American heiress If, Ie UP'
tiered l• Algiers but net elleiviel Is
table servants or dogs Wet Redmond
rakes ray, of Pitchotine, who. loriglog for
els master, rune away from her. The
marquise plans to marry Jolla to the Der
de Tremont Mt:Amine follows lain-on to
Algiers, dug and master meet. end eahren
gets pertniaition to keep his dog with him.
The Duo de Tremont limits the Anierit.mi
%Ores. oaprielous. dahrtm, wounded In
an engagement. falls Into the dry bed of
S river and is watched riser i.Y Pituttouns•
After A• horrible Mild and doe Plictieune
Marto him. Tremont takes Julia and the
mtarillisbe to Nolen' In his yacht hot ha*
doubts about Julia's Red (*roes 
mission.
After long searvit Jolla gets trace of da•
whereabout• Julia for the MO.
meet turns matrtinisker in behalf of T
r.-
Mint. ;Internet Atom tens the Mar.
guts. wher• he thinks Plahron may tie
found. Tremont declare to go with HIM.
Met Abeu to fled dobron
CHAPTER XXI-i-Continued.
•
It was rare foi-tbe caravan to pass
by Beni Medinet. he old 
woman's
superstition foresaw dense-U-1n this
visit. Her veil before her race, her
gnarled old fingers held the fan with
which she had been fanning 13abron.
he went out to the 'orange?" DOW:,
hy the well a group of girls in gar
meets of blue and yelloe. with earthen
bottles on their heads, stood staring
at Beni kiedlnet's unusual visitors.
"Penes lo with you, Paton Anal."
said the older of the Bedouins. ------- -
"Are you g cousin or a brother that
you know my name?" asked the ato would go with me."
dent woman.
"Everyone knows the name of the
oldest woman in the &hare." said
Hammet P bou, "and the victorious are
always brothers"
"What do you want with me?" she
asked, thinking of the belpiessinesa of
the village
"I do not fear 9," she said trant caravan
guilty. "We have had corn and oil in "The desert blossoms lik
e a rose,
plenty. lie is sacred" Therese"
For the tine time she looked at his "Like a rose"- questioned Mad
ame
companion, tall and slender and evi- de 
stain..
dently younger She was Sluing inihe door of
 her
to fall upon us in our desolatton."
She was abiut to raise the moodier 
Perhaps." she thought, "there N
wail v hich would have summoned to 
'nothing really beyond that line. so UM
-1 blotting itself into night-and yet I 
she \ .,The moving pictures of Fra
nk-
..,,pggeofrto nee them come!" 
fort and the scenes taken during the
Madame de la Maine. in the does 
bankers' convention comprised the ex-
hibit which was run continuously dur-
ing the time the doors were open.
uttorilie .hateint.” men HtIttlat& that.
more than o-ne hundred thcrininitlit-
tors saw Frankfort and Frankfort pebo-
ple on the screen during this week.
Colonel E. H. Taylor, Jr., also has an
interesting exhibit there in the mov-
ing picture line. The pictures taken
her all the women of the village. The 
_
Cogs of the place had already begun to
show their noses, and the villagers
were ifrewhas near- the people under
the oattn*---Now-the-yeung— -
to speak guilt! In a language' that...she
did not understand, addressing hie
comrade The language was so curious -:-. 
that the woman, with the cry arrested
on her Ups, stared at him Pointing to - •
his companion. Ilammet Abou said.
'Paton Ann!, this great lord tromps 
/-11
your hand He says that he wtehes 7
he could speak your beautiful Ian 
.
image. He does not come from the -.•
enemy; he does not come from the
French. Fe comes from two women
of hts people by whom the captive is
beloved. Ile says that actl are the
mother of sons and grandsons, and
of her tent, immovable,- her hands
tiseeed around her knees, look &fret>
the yenteg girl-before
Julia was a delight to her. She wag
carried away by her, by her frank aim
pilelty. and drawn to her warm and
generous heart. Madame de la Mains
had her own story. She wondere.
nether ever, for any period of hes
conventional life, she could have 
a year or so ago were run continuous
-
thrown eeerything aside and stood out 
in. That also is a great advertisement
, with the Man she loved 
for Frankfort and is attracting much
• Julia. standing before her, a darh 
attention The crowds gather around
slim figure in the night-isolated ant 
these exhibit,. ac that it is hardly pos-
sible to get thiough the aisle?' The
electrical Mix* wee Zoomed by Louis-
ville business men, and every organ-
ization in the city was behind it. Out
.
aide of Louteville. Frankfort contrib-
uted more to the exhibitIon than any
other city in the state and its exhibite
were (-sally the drawing card
; alone-recalled the figurehead of 2_4.
I ship, it face toward heaver.. ',tonere.
log the open seas
• • • •
that you will deliver this man up into 
• • •,
our hands in peace" 
wati lied, indeed. On the des
The narrow fetid streets were he- 
there is the brilliant day, a paraionate
elute: and the nightfall They' passed
ginning to fill with the figures of
se1,110. dim .61 IMOD tanitht ie •
lightly, to avoid serious Wags, a.
great grandmother had goue lightly IM
the scaffold, sagelettely courteous
the last.
"I ask your pardon if I jostled you le
the tumbrel." the old comics.. hgg
said to her Montpanion on the way La
the guillottse'l be springs of the earl
are poor" -and she went up ensiling.
In Ike comminionship of the Amen
van girl. Th  de la Maine had
thrown off restraint. If the Margults4
d'eselignee had felt Julia's influence
Therese de la Maine, being near her
own age, e. hoed Julia's very Iselin*
Except for their dragolisen and the
servants. the MO wuffilla nun MINN
to the
Smiline at 3l1s. lisdasts On lb
Maine said "..1 tarsal Woo INS
from thu Rat_ dirk Pees in *7 It
"how ran you eyeek of the Ito.
La Pais. Therese?"
"Only to ahow Jou bow totepletetz..1
have loft it behind "
Julia's eyes were fixed upon the link
Riess sands, • sea where a faint line
loot Itself in the red west and the bore
son shut from her sight everything
that she believed to be her life.
"This is the seventh day. Therese!"
"Already you are as brown as at
Arab, Julia!"
"You as well, ma cher., 'mitt!"
''Robert does not Ilea dark women,"
paid the romtemse de la Maine, and
ribbed her check. "I must wear two
veils"
"Look, Therese!"
Across the face of the desert the
glow began to withdraw Its curtail.
'the sands suffused an Wettable hue, a
shell like pink took poneesslon, and the
desert melted and-then ere* colder-s41
waned before their eyes, withered like
a tearose.
"Like a Me!" Julia murmured.
"smell its perfume!" She lifted her
head, drinking in with delight the
fragrance of the sands
"Ma chere Julia," gently protested
the. comtesee, Winne her head, "pee
fume. Julia!" But she breathed with
her friend, while a sweetly subtle-1W
toxicating odor, a• of millions and toft.
lions of roses, gathered. warmed, ke
pt,
then scattered on the airs of heav
en,
intoxicating her.
To the le7l we-re the huddled 
tents of
their attendants No sooner had 
the
sun gene down than the Arabs
 corn
menced to sing-it song that Julia h
ad
especially liked:
,
'tam, is like a sweet P4 rtunie
It comes, it escapes
When it's present. it intnzleateii
When it's s memory. It beings tears.
Loire le like a sweet breath.
It Cornea arid it, escapes
The weird &bele filled the silence of
the silent place. It had the evane
scent
quality Of the wind that brought 
the
the nights sometimes listening for •
women. their beautifully redone:
robes Metering In the light, and there 
ery that should hail an approaching
earavan, sometimes hearing the wild
were curious eager childrehn ho came
running. naked save for the bangles 
ors- of the hyenas, or of a peeping ml
upon their arms end ankles. 
lure on his horrid flight_ Otherwise,
Pointing to them. flacturet Abou 
until the camp stirred with the dewis
sold to the old sage 
and the early prayer-call sounded -"Al.
•
"See. you are only women here. ulia's Eyes 
Were Fixeci Upon the 4_wv. 141W " 
Allah! Akbar!" into the stilt
Paton Anat. Your men are twenty
 Limitless Sands. 
they Were wrapped in complete
miles farther south. We have a care-
van of fifty men all armed. Fatou 
hat gleamed like a touch of snow irtili;Dte- (TO 11 CO
NTTrEfi •
enni. They camp just there. at the 
upon the desert's tare. Julia Red '
edge of the oasis. The3 are waiting. 
mond. on artig ist her feet, end in be' Me
aning of Yankee.
We come to- pear.* old woman: we letm
ibl Ming-baba the color of- the 
Tin re are several conflicting the
come to taki• away the En :1 Eye from 
sand, blended with :the-desert -as roles rega
rding the 'Tier of the
your door: but if poi anger Us and 
though tort of it. She sat up as she I word Yankee 
The most probable le
rave again -at us, the dogs and women s
poke- that it 
mune from a corrupt promine-
nt your town will fall tome yoneand 'Ho
w diviu,". See She pointed d
ation fix the Indians of the wore
tiostroy every bremet among ynii." to th
e etretehec ot the Sahara before English. o
r its French from Angle*
She began t beet _her Halms -to- her..
 On every side they spread avrai it,. t
erm Yankee was originally life
ember. reirmeritor as 
far as the. eye could reach, suave.j plied o
n13 to the natives of the New
'Allah! Allah- mello
w_ black, undulating finally to England 
states but foreigners bare
"Hush." said the Bedouin fiercely, small 
hillocks with corrugated sides, extended it 
to all the natives of the
-take its to the capttve. Paton Anni." se a 
group of little sandhille roe., soft- ratted 
States and during the Amer*
Fatoe tient ends slot stir. See 
IT out oi the Beelike plain. 'Look. can 
Civil war the southerners used H
palled •etde the veil from her with-
.1 Therese!- as a
 term of reproach for all the las
owed face. er. that her great eyes
 Slowly, from caber and gold the. 
habitants of the North
looked out at the tee men. She saw color 
thieved! II faint wavelike blush , 7
Pier predicament, but she was a subtle crept
 over the minds, which reddened Porto
 Rico Sieger Isiduatry.
ortoRtAl Victor, Sad been In her paled fade
d, warmed again. took 'the important part playrd by t
he
-amp and in her village: her sons and delft
 and. grew- ifiteose, like Sallie.. sugar indus
try In the material welfare
grandson,. bed never been vatinetshet• "The beset nt *rose:
 N•est-ee pesi of Porto Rico is shown 
by the figures
Porhap- Vlie dying man i
n nee hut Tfirres,...• of letports. O
ut of a total valuation of
would bine _he Ev, F-410 Hts was "I und
erstOod non what you mews." expotte Amo
unting to $43.000,00u due
eying, AnywaT-.- "amid eM .i1v.$iaaid madame.' .The ocontexs
e was not Ing the fiscal year ending Ju
ne ilk
tweoty-fear leAre MI" knee tit* 
a-eitieeerrrw - Paivisian to Abe- tips .i•11. 1.1.14 lunar 
goostiruted ever PO.
_fr.riorr:ftay-Ott of 'tile had One-tt!te had lived f tion.efei. -
This was the towage% sum rook-
jg 4.kias. _Oa.... on *h. .ttorrir
wtillerf‘ tenoredtitentr-liff:. 7rwerobe-he4611:7Koi-oteedliar... *tiCitt E11100. 111,,ShV
e yearn
'he -hail-bill* skim 
taught her *mottoes!. She rnder n
ormal conditicne sugar ceae
-To the'teiler O.., two itedonlnt 
.been taught that our feelings stitotes tw
o thirds the tend value
etre said Jumble 
if
4 ' to alj Itt.• but our- ill *exports
•:.,k
LAWYERS MAY
SOLICIT CLIENTS
COURT OF APPEALS MAKE RIX.
I PIG IN FtAILWAV CABE-DIS-
APPROVE METHODS.
MILK BOTTLES IN QUESTION,
ser-gbilli Court Sustains Comphlietnet
Gray-Von Allman Company
of
(-epri•tai PraihtójfUum 
)
Frankfort. Ky.•,-The court of appeals
failed to find thee absolute line of de-
marcation between such ethical prac-
tices for attorneys as "advertising,
sending out announcement cards, ask-
ing friends to send them business, en-
tertaining prospective clients and tak-
ing stock in corporations, expecting te
get their business, and the andIgnO
fled, but lot uncommon, practice of
directly soliciting business. It con•
eluded in the case of Hybl A. (Artiste,
attorney of Louisville, against the
LoOtilaville RallWay Co.,- that "the mere.
isolicitation on tile part of an attorney,
neccompanfed by fraud, • misrepr
e-
sentation, undue influetire, Imposition
of any, kind or other t•Ircumstaticen
sufficient to invalidate the contract,
Is not of itself sufficient to render a
contract between an attorney acid his
rlient void on the ground that it bi
contrary to public policy,"
The court wished "to tre understood
as not sanctioning such conduct 'Am'
butane@ chasing' dorm not comport
with the highest Ideals of the profes-
sion We take advantage of this o -eli-
sion to exprese our disapproval of thi
s
Method of obtaining law himiness."
Caul List Its ZottIss.
_ _The court Of appeals. In an opinio
n
by Judge Carroll, upheld the (em
elt
tutionality of Sections 1279-I279a, Ken
-
tucky Statutes, making it a mis
de-
meanor', punishable by a fine and ten
days to one year's Imprisonment. un
•
awfully to traffic in and fill with milk
or cream bottles marked and distin-
guished With the name, mark or dev
ice
of adothote gbixb. merit had been .filed
and published as provided by l
aw,
without. the consent of the owner of
be mark. I. Gokiberg vies charg
ed
n Louisville with no using the 
bottles
of the Gray-Von Oilmen itenitary Mil
k
Co. A demurrer uas sustained to th
e
_hinge, but upon appeal of the Com-
monwealth the etraidt tiiiitt_thitUdi-
rected to overrule the demurrer. T
he
court said-the-question Of warrants
 to
search the property of a person 
ac-
cused is not before the court in thi
s
case, as the right of search was no
t
exercised: hut if It should be held
void it would not invalidate the re-
mainder of the statute.
•
s'N\
•
_ •
oeutsio..JIL -411.1111111111nue,
Attracts Much Attention.
Secretary Jos. F. Leopold, of the
lrrankfort t'hamber -of Commerce, ree
turned from Louisville where he and
Edmund W. Taylor, chairman of the
Publicity committee, have placed a
Frankfort exhibit at the electrical
Ininersame,
Gleart-Up Day,.
"I'leases" day In th
s schools of 
the
county has been 
flied for 
December
if suit on that day 
every child in the
county schooli will 
bav.. hie or her
teeth eizaniined by 
(Wilhite acting 
un-
ItOemele, of the count, bola 
of ft°6141C
der the suitor:14.st 
Secretary E C.
The decision to make 
a round of t
he
at-hoots and examine 
all of the rhtidr
ee
was reached by Dr 
Hormele after a
cunference with 
physicians from all
nal Ilona of the iounty 
and the parent*
of pupils in many 
inatani•es The el
atnInation of the teeth of
 the children
will be followed by an 
etsminall or of
thewyes and ears by 
physicians mom
Mended by the health 
oreselsation, and
report, OR the cond
itions of the eye
eight end hearing of the 
children will
be embodied loAreque
st to the prin.
cipal of each school and to 
Conlity ett-
perintendeitt
all4u1.,:1104,her i 1: aouhsilem,drtdio hn.ige g gIvirn pr
""rnial
In
e 
efetionew
sorer en regards their !e
scallop in the
Verdict Reversed.
A verdict of $13,2hil 
given W E
henry, a brakeman, in the 
Bourbon
circuit court against the 
Louisville &
Nashville was reversed by 
the court of
appeals in tin opinion by 
Judge Tun
nee. Henry was struck and 
Injured by
the cable attached to u 
plow used in
dumping dirt ears. Ile failed 
to allege
in his pleading that his seems
 of taste
and Moil were impsirrot by the WM/
r-but-teriallowed to. testify to  that
-fact.
and the court of appeals held 
that, as
the impairment of these senses
 is a
serious defect, the eviden
ce of It
might have enhanced the ve
rdict, and
for error in permitting this 
testimony
to go to the jury the case 
was re-
versed, with leave fon/lento( to 
amend
his petition and make the 
evidence
competent.
Pastor Lelives City.
The Rev, P. F. Brown, former 
pastor
of the Baptist church, left Frankfur
t
for St, Louis, end after et short stay
-there will go .Texas., where 
lie him
accepted the paatorgte of one of 
the
clargest her, hes in the southwest
. The
Rev. Mr. Brown resigned his pastor
at•
some time ago, but it was thought he
would retnain in Frankfort until the
end of the year and no successor has 
been selected. The pulpit at the lap
-
tilt church will be filled by the Bev.
Dr. Carver, of (be Southern Baptist
Theqlogical seminary at Louisville
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-- Warne*. 
Level? Womack.
"That Idiotic ruung
 deple1111." re-
market', up. first dear 
girl, had the
stotseity to prupose t
o itit last stabil
"
-Da he, reeRyt" 
teddiffeil
male Nu. 2. _'1.
1s_liteisys tlimfght_ lie 
nes
a trifle off lb the 
upper story, but 
I
had no Idris he was 
as load-sa that-
An Improved Quinine, Does 
not CAM
Nervousness nor Ringing in Heed
Tte haolo comioisii,,a 
lag al I •4 is L A X
Al I Y. itkoMool'ININ 
nuke. lee tosisin•
In this ierip hams tar 
boner effeet tbau be
ol'ertienattlie.uQui isugheciwu, seadtbeit 
Laealn 117 tatlakiPuleb. bear. LoY•
wall for the fut. hies& 
LalatIt•
Leek fur orators of 
Uroot
Class In Current 
Events.
_Tocitia.:- Whit did 
th.twrat Sher
man say about war?
PiplI—J'a sit 
' '
_
m•RON..-
Not stray Metre but Tired 
apse
make us look older iLan we 
om: It", yew
Kres young sad you mil I 
'ohitn•r
Meat. Merles Your Ryas-
Duel tell your see.
- -----
Good Roast n. 
e
"Why didn't you reply t
o that tel.
low's charges?"
"Beattie it wouldn't answer
,"
DON'T GAMBLE
that your heart's all right Mak
e
sure Take Itenovine' a heart 
and
nerve tonic. Price frOc and $1.00.-AdT.
Just So. _
"Sonic people are advancing
 the
Idea that a stenographer etipu
ld have
30 per cent good looks and 
70 per
cent efficiency." -
"And if one comes along with
 70
Pei cent good looks '.many 
feet in-
clined to accept 30 per cent as
 ade
quote measure of efficiency."
Investigation May Follow.
An investigation may follow the er.
cape of seven federal prisoners from
the Scott county jail.. Untied State,'
Commissioner Charles Wiard said he
would .report the. occurrence to the
groper authorities. Cornmtsitimer
Mind and Deputy Marshal Oscar Vest
went tb Georgetown-nt re.sponse to'S
telephone message from the Scott
county jailer that seven prisoners had
escaped and that twelve others desired
to be released by taking the pauper
oath. The twelve who remained were
released upon their applications.
Collects From Counties,
State Inspector' and Examiner Sher-.
man Goodpaster covered into the elate
treasury $497.69, collected from officers
of Pulaski county. and $264_74 colic 
t.
ed from officers of McCreary county
The collections included f457.14 from
Circuit Court Clerk C. I. Ross, of Pu-
laski, and $40.50 from County Judge
It. F. Jasper, and $197.44 from Circuit
Clerk J. F. Perkins, of MeCreary. and
447.30 from Comity Judge J. &_Wtl•
Judges Take Oath.
In the presence of a large audienee
two new judges took the oath of office
and ascended the appellate beueh-
Judge Gus Thomas, of Mayfield. First
district, and Judge Ernest C. Clarke.
at Faltneeth, Sixth district The wives
of both the new judges witnessed the
ceremony, and a huge bouquet of roses,
the gift of Falmouth friends of Judge
Clarke, graced the bench. *They were
introduced by Assistant Atty. Geo.
Charles H. Morris, in the ebeeece of
Atty Gen. Gannett, andwere swore in
by-.Clerk Robert L. Greene. after: which
they ascended the bench and took their
seats after their colleague!. had shaken
their hands... They probably will be ae
signed to the Eamens, divieton with
Judge Curran. Judge 'Thomas appoint.
4
ed .Fred Y. Holland, of Murray. as his
secretary. and Judge Clarke appointed
James Lane. of Maysville
&treed Last Day.
Judge (' S. Nunn se-v-ed his last
day on the appellate bench. and hie
successor Men the First district, Padre
Gus Thomas, of Mayfield, took the
oath. Judge J. B. Hannah. of the
Sixth district, left for Colorado. where
his wife is 111, and as soon an Idle is
able they will go to Florida for the
remainder of the winter Judge E. C.
Clarke-Of- Falmouth. who -Itteeeerde
him, also took the oath Judge Num,
will go to his home at Marion-.
Anti-Trust
The Mason, eleming and Bra. kea
circuit courts, which eustained demur.
tern to the commonwealth a petitions
antitrust proceedines againet the
American Tobacco Company, were re-
versed by the court of appeals in an
opinion by Judge Carroll and directed
to overrule the denurrera. since the
Crecell pooling tr.w bre been declared
cold end the art-trust act of Irenbeld
valid.. Er.ohlbtt not any conitna.v,i,Inin
rest rate; at-trade
Proceedings.
Pardons Are Granted,
Moses Gatliff, Mlidtestroro c. on
%lc-tea of murder, eontence.d- to the
penitentiary for late was ate,. by
Goy. McCreary Gatlin served five
years He was convicted for killing
Gordon Givens, deputy sheriff of Bell
county. Henry Hudson, at Lincoln
county, eentence.d. from two to live
years for manslaughter. wee also par-
doned H. has been in the peniten•
tiary since April. ; 
Mandate Issued.
Blackberry precinct. Pike (minty,
the oaly wet spot in the Big Sandy
valley below 
Boyd.. 
will be dry from
now on as • mandate issued from the
court of appeals, declaring 'void tav-
ern and liquor license's granted four.
men in that precinct. An error was
...made cet the cases to the. Pnited
States supreme court, but the sriper-
ivedea. Was dieettsreetVirnd mottoes to
&amiss the appeels and insue'lltior
"Wee Hist/recede 1 44weickles
oe-4
precinct borders on a populous raining
district of West 
Virginia
so•••••.--•-•••-
-
Violate Sunday Law.
Proceedings aitainet the owners 01
saloon property in Covington and New-
port, where they violate the Suodar
law, similar ti proceedings instituted
against Kenton and Campbell county
pool rooms in 190$, may follow efforts
of the ministerial associations ..nd c 9-
izens to procure abatement of Sundae
violations through criminal promou-
time- Aeto. Gee. Garnett adxti.ed tfie
Rev. Hugh Let*. presiiii ni cif the coy
f4i0140011041$4101abeida4..kiwari&tiediit-itasetebe:
the. nraiter of Stiletto • 'er stt wit)
the cienrineseen•
•
Up ter ,Man Who Won.
As Charlie opened his mail a 
bill
fell from an envelope. Tur
ning to
me he said: •
"They hove beeri sending me tha
t
bill now for three years. It is for
 a
dozen roses I nelttltir. girl" 7
"Why don't you pay it!" asked Ignor
-
ant I. -
-Why should!? Wby don't they send
the bill to the man who married h
er'
lie got her. I didn't."
'deal Place.
-You seem to have • model town
here." retnarkert the visitor
"Yes, indeed.- answered the proud
citizen. "The town Nis well lighted.
well paved and neat as a pit.. Out
street car system IS eitXtetent. our
telephone service satisfactory. our po-
llee and tire departments above criti
elem. Furthermore, we have cheep
gas, good water and Sunday moving
pict urea."
"Well. well!"
"As a matter of fact,' corionued the
_proud citizen, In a contidential tune.
-when a man makes up his mind to
 run- for- &Noe IfOrP he 'so the
of • time getting euctugli .plasks to
'tether to make r platform."
HARD TO DROP
But Many Drop IL
A young Calif. wife talks about cot
fee:
-It was hard to drop Mocha and
Java and give Postum • trial, but in'
nerves were so shattered that I was a
nervous wreck and of course that
means all kinds of ails
* "I did not want to acknowledge cot
fee caused the trouble for I was verv
fond of it. At that time • -friend
came to live with us. and I noticed
that after he had been with us a week
he would not drink his coffee any
more. I asked him the: reasoa lie
replied: 'I have not had • headache
since I left off drinking coffee, some
monthe ago, till last week, when I be•
gan again here at your table. I doe I
see how anyone can like coffee.. any
way, after drinking Pootum!'
"I said nothing, but at once ordered
a package of Postum. That was Ore
months ago, and we have drank tie
coffee since, except on two OfT/SiOtla
when we had company, and the result
each time was that my husband could
not sleep, but lay awake and tossed
and talked half the night. We were
convinced that coffee caused his sof
feting. so he returned to Poet um. con
vinced that toffee was an enemy. in
stead of a friend, and he is troubled •
no more tic Insomnia_
"I have gained it pounds in weiglii•
and my nerves have teamed to quiver-
ft seem* an easy new to salt coffee
that caused our aches and alto aml
tale up Pommes " Name farm b,"
Fluetum Co. Battle Creak, Mich.
Paestum comes In two forms:
Penmen Cereal-the original fors-
lawn be well boiled Itc and 2k- pack-
agss.
-Iptstast-Postuss:•-•111-11bleble 
powder-7dissolVes quickly in a cup of he
sratit, NHL with cr-am and
makes a tletienotes beieragr bustallf*
.ffec- arni nee tins
nds
lerbASUALIZAtite-tri_a_
eon about the same per cap.
'memos 'Ica stin" for Postnet
--sold by 6
•- -
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Its Signs.
era Is one told thing you may
noticed about a dramatic sea-
's twilight."
What is that'?"
Is generally full of mourning
To Fortify the System ___
Against Winter Cold
ay users of (MOVE'S TAINTILLINO4 chinIC malt* It a practice 101st. a Du tabor ofea In the fail to etrengthea and fortify the
Mittens againot the cold weather during the
viabler. Egerton., tinning the tonic effort of
Woe mad Iroa whtch. OIL prtparaotaq cowin a taaleklia and acceptable form. It
MO and enriches the blood and build, up
whole .7 at•tn. hoc.
Reason Enough.
direant Customer-Barber, why
you drop-that towel on my face?
ber-Beeause it was hot, alr.
AVOID A DOCTOR'S SILL
the first of the month by taking
a bottle of Mansfield Cough Bal•
for that hacking, hollow cough.
26c and 60c.-Adv.
ugh and the world laughs with
unless you are telling the joke.
clear to the bone have been
by lianford's Balsam. Adv.
For Infante and Children. 
Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
Been the-
SiPa
of
Iii.
gse
, For Over  -1••••••••••""anni"
t‘..t t ,` •
,•••1•• ••• -wok-
rn 1111111UT MOS& Iteltlair. Illr.
••••••••-•••••-•-•••••-....,.••••••aaaramaltro•oloat ••••••••?..0.14.• •••••••••••••
ACCEPTABLE HOMEMADE CHRIST-
MAS GIFTS if BY JULIA BOIT( iNILEY
Wall Pockets for the Closet Dresser Set of Embroidered Linen
Thirty. Years
CASTORI
T148 alikaahatem ova ••al *Tv.
Helpful Hint. •
"Our baby weighs eleven pounds."
confeesed Proudpap, "and I am almost
worn ont walking 0i:door with him
night after night."
"Jim," returned lifilderson, the
bachelor. "Why not see if you can
trade him to the SkInnentioneses for
their sickly baby, which 1 understand
weighs only six pounds?"
Always Have It on Hand.
Don't wait until you get scalded or
burned because that will mean much
elifferfrif itiMle Yon ire sending to the
dealer's for Ilanford's ltalsam of
Myrrh. AlWaym have it on hand and
be prepared for accidents. The Bal-
sam should give you quick relief. Adv.
When a rich man dies the people
all say: °Well.- he couldn't take any
of it with him."
thierten Women Suffered Untold Tortsiree
but who wants to be a Spartan? Tak•
"Fementna" for all female disorders.
Price 60c and 11.00.-Adv.
If a man Is sure it won't cost him
anything, he generally is for it.
Wilt. Serie* Ity• Saassedlyine..tsteag •
fur illeatnited Book of the Eye Fres.
iw strange It Is that only sensible A square deal is as broad as It Is
long.
WHAT Is URIC ACID?:
THE CAUSII OW BACKACHE, RHEUMATISM,
_ .
?Net eintelrelTieriVii'y Orieric acid
in the blood by Scheele, In 1775, and
the bad effect it had upon the body,
scientists and physicians have striven
to rid the tissues and the blood of
this poison. Because of its over-
abundance in the system it causes
backache, pains here and there, rheu-
matism, gout, gravel, neuralgia and
sciatica. It was Dr. Pierce who dis-
covered a new agent. called "Anuric."
which will throw out and completely
eradicate this uric acid from the 'ya-
k... "Aseriler Is 37 ttmes more po-
tent than Baia, and consequently you
IMIN1 no longer fear muscular or ar-
ticular rheumatism or gout. or many
LUMBAGO
other diseases which are dependent on
an accumulation of uric acid within
the body. Send to Dr. Pierce of the
Invalidie Hotel and Surgical Institute,
Buffalo, N. Y., for a pamphlet on
"Anuric," or send 10 cents for a trial
package of "An uric" Tablets.
If you feel that tired, worn-out feel-
ing, backache, neuralgia, or if your
sleep Is disturbed by too frequent
urination, go to your best store and
ask for Dr Plerce's "Anuric."
Dr Pierce's reputation is back of
this medicine and you know that -his
"Pleasant Pellets" for the liver and his
"Favorite Prescription" for the ills of
women have had a splendid reputation
for the past fifty years.
d1111111.110111111110
Try this easy way to
clear your skin with
Resi no! Soap
Bathe year face for several minutes
with Resirsol Soap and warm water,
working the creamy lather into the
skin gently with the finger-tips. Then
wash off with more Reared Soap and
warm water, finishing with a dash of
clear cold water to ckee the pores.,
110 this awe at tisiCeada;, and TOU
will id astonished how quick?, the
bealing,antiseptic Resinol medication
soothes and cleanses the pores. re- —
moves glimpses, ard bickheada. and • fleyseesass have "retcretiResfele
lekeei the cornpiessist deaf,- fresh ellretererafireeruetaverriturr IC4e
amid retiree/. - - • tresuattal ehste owl sod* stfOrifAcC"
• 4.1"
If the skin is is bed canal=
through neglect or an unwise use of
cosmetics, apply a little Retinal Oint-
ment* and let it remain on ten min-
utes before the final washing with
Ressnol Snap.
R emmed Sawa Is reit welts:tag, Oshired, Oa ebb
bream beteg eatarete dee bathe Ramage Wawa
St caariataa, bold tee au drasmate seal dandees
tnitert pada. Far tree amps tat* sad tnal
juayaol taaaasaa. VMS Reglad Ciamital Ca..
bawiewie. %IL
41111141011•111111111111,111/01111111111111111101///1•111
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-A-Convenient gift which will be wsl.
coined by either men or women is a
Ip'oup of wall pockets for the closet.
41,_ strip of denim oferetonne is cut
Icing as the maker may choose
and bound with tape Strips of the
Material, ranging In width and length
*rebound with the tape and lit beep
box plait Is laid in each one
These pieces are stitched along
three sides to the plain strip to form
pockets, as shown in the picture
shove. The pocket hold slippens,
shoes, rubbers, hosiery, corsets or
mall articles for the laundry. Pock'
els made to extend the length of the
closet door will hold everything which
usually lints a ptace on the door.
Darning Bag of Silkalene
.1. • "7 ; •
/‘• 
411, "1'4
4 •
Two squares of figured 'alkali's' are
placed face to face and machine'
stitched together in a felled seam. One
corner is then cut off and the bag and
corner piece turned right aide out_
The edges, made by cutting off the
cornets are folded over a email em-
broidery hoop and sewed down The
bag is suspended .by means of a fold
of the silkalene, with edges machine-
stitched together,- and ends sewed to
eat-If-eft- of ttre opening, - --
The corner that was cut away is
stuffed with cotton or sawdust and
bound with tape, making a cushion for
darning needles. A little piece of
tape is sewed to one edge of it and to
the bag, attaching It to the opening.
This provides a receptacle for hosiery
that needs darning.
Bubble Pipes That All Enjoy
A small wooden rack, or one of cel-
luloid. such as are sold for holdtng
tooth brushes. • few clay pipes and
four yards of bright red baby ribon,
serve to fix up a gay little gift bolding
promise of fun for the young people
And bubble blowing ia not beneath
the dignity of their elders; everyone
Inchtlers In this pastime.
Two other pipes may be 'suspended
from this rack by shorter lengths of
ribbon sad the ikian tette -prefer* to
wisw aMoLe to hubbies sill lrke a rack
whit* holds a fresh pipe or nos- tib.
may offer his friend.
Heavy white linen (or cotton in cer-
tain weaves) embroidered with light
colored roes, make simple and elegant
dreamer sets that will delight the heart
of the neat housewife. These sets
consist of dresser scarr:d pincueb
ion cover usually, but glove sad band
karchltdoases may be made to match
and sttded to them.
The scarf-te-a length of the linen
haring scalloped edges buttonhole
stitched with light colored has A
scroll and flower pattern is enthrold.
ered at each end and UAW-Venter et
the scarf, on one Old&
A small oblong pincushion is Coe-
ered with two pieces of linen, one
smaller than the other, as shown In the
picture These are buttonhole stitched
In scallops about the edges and eyelets
are worked In thetn.' A scroll and flow-
er pattern, Is embroidered in the small
er piece They are joined by narrow
Patin ribbon threaded through the eye
lets and tied In little bows.
•
•
Luncheon Set, of Silk Muds
ikj
Something new In luncheon sets is
made of stiff white silk muslin, very
small gilt cord and white and green
water color paints. It consists of a
centerpiece and twelve doilies to
Match and is made in a conventional-
ized chrysanthemum design. The
doilies are small replicas, of the cen-
terpiece.
A large circle Is cut from the mus-
lin for the centerpiece and a few
French knots, of dark yellow embrold•
-ery silk; are worked in the center to
ver tparieliseanrte stbrile ,ssliaedme_kn_ls.ittTiehatreeonroews of
, tet The
with white paint and the tiny gilt
cord is sewed with yellow silk thread
along the outline of each pet
petals are outlined on the centerpiece
to allow three light green leaves to
be painted in. A little white paint is
brushed in at the point of each petal
and the muslin about the edge trimmed
away from them.
The doilies are made In Ain-1mM
way but on a smaller scale.
Roll for Doilies of Cretonne
A doily roll makes a pretty gift
for the housev ife and Is useful to her
in more ways than one. It keeps her
doilies fresh and easy to get at. Noth
ing is easier to make, and very few
equally pretty gifts cost po little
The rolls are usually made in two
lengths, one for centerpieces and
one for doilies. To make one a
strong pasteboard tube, auch as
used for mailing Is procured. Circular
pieces of cretonne are stretched over
the ends and pasted down on the
roll.
A strip of the cretonne as wide
as the tube is long Is then cut off of
any lenethdestresi One end of this
strip is trimmed in a curve and the
other left straight. The curved end
and sides of the strip are bound with
tape.
The straight end is pasted to the
roll, the cretonn• wound once about
It and sewed down to form a casing
for It. Riotion ends ars sewed to the
curved end of cretonne to form ties
for fastening, It when the doilies have
been rolled.
The cretonne aged to make the roll
shown in the picture is a striped pat
tern with shoal flowers 'scattered over
the,serface. • Dark 'backgrounds with
'gay .flovrere make rolls that do not
zoil dimly. The ribbon used should
that cb fffd" llowliTE"112 tolTigit Who
pattern.
rsiorestrout
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p mei Is the head.
I toad Prensa.
Wow well pleated
With the
do not tined say
Other wiethrInit '
"PERU-NA'
Ittowi•tors.1 MOP alarli tt a IPSIOat NielP
Coughs, Colds,
Stomach Troubles
and Catarrh Relieved. No
Remedy can Compete with
Poruna The Ready-to-take
A illitlesk.
Evangoline-flow do you Ma my
--ism hat?
Caroline-I think it le charming.-I
44 one just like it left year
Nineties ett the tlaenfrier•
"Why do you knock so? Why are
you always stints stammer?"
"I du it to rivet attention, my boy."
THIS IS THE AGE OF YOUTH.
You will look ten years rinses, it you
&rims your ugly, grieily. gray hairs by
Sift "La Creole' Hair Dressilig.-Asiv.
- -
In this section of the country 0e-
-totter nearly always wine tng pennant
of the weather league.
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' The Truth Carnal OIC —
"How true it is," said his wde. "Om
one-half the world illeentit-Imini tore
the other half livec*-- - --
"Weil," rejoined her linabasd,
ig your 401'117 sas-
ssilisis."
Or. Pierce's Pellets are best for liver,
twirls awl stionaii." One, little Pellet fur
a laistive-three fur a eathartie.--AS.,
Well, why shouldn't a green grocer
fall in love Witb. a grass widow?
-
It advertises itself-Hanford's Bat-
Adv.
Liquor doesn't drown trouble':
-floats them.
• ,4
•
-gb cal' St.
• ;4 .
t • ; 1.';• ,
4.e 1. 4/ •
4.1 • ,
 Back home for a real Christmas Dinner 
Absolutely necessary to make the
Holiday Feast complete- 
In over a millic n home•
throughout the country.
Arbuckle.' Coffee will be eh.
itolute!y necessary to make
the Christmas feast complete.
The women of these home.
know the importan ze of having
the right codee- for three
Bv far 
9/4.44..1.6,..p.
the Meet popia
coffee in Americo
-
generations, the. have lowil;en
dint in Arbuckle'''. Codee
they get nwit the fievor every-
one enyoys.
If you have not tasted it
lately, serve it now. At your
Christmas chnner, get all the
enjoyment good codes OVCS.
•
Save This Trade-Mark
and Get a Complete Set of
Oneida Community
Par Plate Silverware
Chen Free With
ho
SKIN"clacilaSmni
Products
END us your name and address on cou-
pon below, and we will tell you about
w we are giving complete sets of Oneida
Community Par Plate Silverware, guaranteed
ten years, FREE with Skinner Products.
In the meantime commence saving up the
trade-mark signatures from Skinner packag
Skinner's Macaroni Products are made from the fined
durum wheat in the largest and cleanest macaroni
factory in America. Combine with cheap cuts of meet,
left-overt, cheese, fish, oysters, mushrooms. etc..
Cheaper than meat and beam.
Send:Coupon Today
We A at-mice return fine recipe
book and lbliglallorowewo hear so eecure
sherrehlital ado, °needs Catmunewnity
Per Rase Sitereerere FREL.
w:lbe el sod triad
lee& fine.
arrest sees-24
11114. C.s.
Loss,
kJ Amanita
asst. a Ownla.111a.
a.
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•
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mau. ce,valegireme
fpneft• Intl line,.Peni.14:, pet-
1.0 prOCUPRil IMMER-Som cinign% softie tom-y, sum
simple and chaise.
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stalasspt:U. • • 
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ts otJewé
we for Generations
After all other Gifts have been forgotten,
Jewelry remains as a lasting token of the
donor s good will. :
Out vast stock tells a story of infinite care
and skill in production, and provides an ad-
equate selection for every conceivable taste--
in design and price.
We Quote a Few of the Many Items -
in Our Stock:
Solid Gold Plain Rings
Solid Gold Birthstone Rings -
Solid Gold Signet Rings -
Ivory Toilet Sets
Solid Gold Sleeve Buttons
Sterling Manicure Sets
Solid Gold Lavalliers • -
Solid Gold Diamond Lavalliers
Bracelet Watches
Silver Toilet Sets -.
Gents' Sets - - -.
Solid Gold Brooch eA -
4.
And Many Others You Can
at Our Prices.
- $ 1.00
1.25
1.50
3.50
1.50
2.25 -
2.00
5.00
10.00
5.00
2.50
150
Afford
J. L. Wanner
JEWELER
311 Broadway
Paducah,- Kentucky " Guarintee.
Sheriff's Sale.
Every
Article is
Sold with our
so
•
RECORD OF THE PAST TELLS TALE OF SEA
No Stronger Evidence Ca. be Had
Murray.
Lock well to their record.
What they have done many time i
Old SkiPPIr Claims Islanthe
- Pacific. =
in years gone by is the best gu- suit Discloses Thrilling Romance of
srantee of future reeults. Any Sorenseni Adventures at Sea a
nd
kidney sufferer should find corn- 
Fight for Ownership of Die.
forting words in_ the following' _ '"vie." 
Land.
tatement : Watallthaston.-A narrative of adven•
Mrs. I. L. Jones;-N-.--Thfiteenthr etiv.:e N:petinldnithporr: set Robert
 Louie
tions were unnatural and I felt 
ebtl°114:en dblsycutvhserendlinb: utinitan1 6161-!dt:s4flehuil.tinPr11616dewadiunaill-tes.
St., Mayfield, Ky.. nys: "1
troubled.a lirrtig -kian"'ovit 
complaint. The 'kidney were; tam efts* -1-"14'4141 4141.46-466-
.1_ Niels Peter Sorensi:n,
miserable. Doan's Kidney Its - toaster of • selling ship In the Pacific.
soon reguluted the kidne ction The suit was filed by Fre
derick Ulm
and restored my kidne 
-
o a nor- tar Shrfteel and John i:roae. throu
gh
! Attorneys F. D. Davison and J. W.
mai condition." Marshall. Jr.
OVER EIG v ARS LATER Fieldmice Is offered to show that the
Mrs. Jones sai e still use plaintiffs acquired an in
terest In Se
rensen's claims to the Islands and the
Doan'a Kidney Pills odasionally vimrt_ti _nod_ 19enjoin_ jit_e_le_tter
and rind them an excellent kid- from carrying out later contracts with
ney medicine." - other unknown parties. to compel
 the
Price 50c, at all dealers. Don't 
disclosure of the terms of these later'
simply ask for 4-kidney remedy 
itontraets, and to Sit flint .any con-
reels already completed are made
- get Doan's Kidney Pills-the etwrate for the benefit of the plain-
tiffs as well as for the defendant.
same that Mrs. Jones has twice It Is stated that Sorensen. who has
publicly recommended. Foster- horn a citlziqi of the. United States
Milburn Co.. Props., Buffalo. Since 1870, and who served from thill
to lain in the Coiled States navy. dire
Rural Route 5. iii.. islands. which are de-
en-ran-it as the Treasury group. Zara.
We have been having plenty 
ma or North island of the Solomon
group, and Green island of the Cata-
ract group
Not much tobacco being strip-, The evidence of his title. 
it is stated,
ped in this neighborhood. 
; Is in the logbook of the ship he cram-
mended, documents of British officiate,
Bowman St. John, Isom Mal- certified copies of registration by
tory and Will Norsworthy are 
tralian officials. ether written evi-
dence and agreenientir. with native
still trading horses every r , chiefs, the latter lost by ItrItleh nift-
days. • 4 dials when they were held for relent-__  
Lonnie Clark says he wishes t-61[164''it I. alleged that Sorensen became
ihe south wind would quit blow-1 involve., In disputes in regard to trait'
ing or go to the north so people ing, mining and other right
s of the
islarals and that itritieh officials of
could kill hogs as he is getting • Australia attempted to. deprive him
awfully hungry. . of his rights by persecution and other-
ChatierArmetrong -and -wife-,
The plaintiffs sver Nat goiensen
visited Mrs. Sarah Cochrum, an
aunt 
 or
of Mrs. Armstrong, of the 
t-ania to itsterk tlaht e n mi  1914ei
-
st
• • ••••1
. -s•-•"•
* 4.••• ...LA. r IV/4:
J. W. Winchester & Co.
---Loose Leaf and Prize House
- We will open at owe a Loose 
Leaf Auction Sale sad
- Prize Mouse is the large 
warehouse of L. Y. Wood-
_ ruff, just east.l the
 freight depot, 
Murray, Kentucky
•
early Ifl Ii., to 
..southwest part r.:_of the county, theof  'ratted States government in
the past week. She has been1 
estrdishing his riirhts to -the islands
in protectinghels .1:1,4;re: oo ttk and
very low for some time suffer-_,..stholit he 
th v
ing of cancer of the stomach. At plaintifis-to..assist-bim. -a 
ing to
present she seems _talwiniprov„r_give each a one-fourth interest 
in his
claims.
in slowly. , nig further alleged that the defend:
We had a very interesting ex- ant -has reeen
tly -rapediatea his con-
tracts with the plaintiffs 'and has en-
tered into other contracts with un-
known parties.
' Wtth the bill of complaint the plain-
tiffs tiled a copy o: the plea in behalf
of Sorensen. and thaniseiveri filed with
ihe state departmein on June last.
.kin_that this govi-rnment intercede
with (?) lrteapt, 
islands.
itrita iii for the clearing ol
title 
t 
hibition at the Steeleville school
house Friday of the past week.An present seemed to enjoy the
ociasion very much.-Humbug.
A Chemist's Discovery.
A. A. Thomas, a retired clem-
blocknees: also 6,0 het of I() in. ist of Kentucky like all Ken-
fcur ply Gandy belt. Levied on tuckians, kept some fine' h irses. -KILLED TWO FIGHTING BUCKS
By virtue ofan attachment and as the property of L W. McGe- His ric'g-hbors noticed that his
order directed to me, which - is- hee. horses were slick and shining in 
Sportsman Runs Afaul of Law by
Shooting More Than Legal
sued from the Clerk's office of Terms: Zale will be made on
the 
canow_.0, circuit _civttr4„i411_ . entrtvtitree_._ he 
spring before other horses
Artenti*;Teindlresan to--she*-- tie told WM) of 
Share of Deer.
favor of the Frick Company for with pproved security required some Powders that he fiei his
$893.00 against L. W. McGehee, besting interest at the rate of horses. I
le gave them some of
or one of "my deputies,a,on Mx per cent. per an
num from it and now B. A. Thomas' Stock
Thursday, the 23r0 day of Dec-..day of sale, and having the force
ember 1.915, between•-the floors INd effect i
d J-t-i-dgement 
  ..Pert$tn? You-take 41-0-14.14i41-04.11we-  in giv- ;v -o- 4seues
tucky "bore-Oben a-nd firmein, When Mr. iVilson sic•t list h•ii k
and blood stirring.
If In I'M rot know the Cur.-1-
minion as it le today. let us send -
Remedy is known all over Ken- „„ a •
_ uy ire.: ',Le Youih'S.Compabioe- fee_:!_ree. mat o.,1 ma_y thoroughly
of! o'clock p. m., and 4 o'clock Witness my hand. this 21 day„.. , who take pride in horses, cows c.ould not see•that
 t?.cri• nii.-; a:other
- ay county, Ky.. exposerto public
p. m. at John Story s, in Ca'10-A- • of December. le17).
W. A. Palterson, S. C. C.' 
or sheep. We sell it oa the mon- •
near bv.
Whin his ganie drdPilhe,ful:lid he „home in whiih it came• 
.
andie. or send ril`o the, forecast for 191-G.
n year. Did yoe ever know of a -tesrthj-paper's quality. We-wilt
bacL•hasis.-- Sexton Bros. could not dist!;Ine::le .tle• bor.'s. ro
sale. to the highest bidder, the 
____- . •
following_ property 44_11,u,,h . Last County Board Meeting tor 1915. Noitie tO Teackin.
thereof as may be necessary to
satisfy plaintiff's debt, interest,
The countY hoard of .extneation Teaehers who have books he-
4nd costs). to-wit: 
will ;Feet at the superintend- longieg to the teacher)? library
• 20.- All will plas-e return sam.ibefore the
One 8-by 10 pertshle engineon ent's (-1 ce D'wernixsr
heels complete No 1092 aiso 
persons having aecs......ents to pre- 25th Of Dc.ceiniJecr.i-Also petsobs
w, ,'. : 
..ne Eclipse. s No. 01, Porta- 
Isent will please, piste. them. in who have bookijk6lon. ging to my
able circular saw mill o 65-11 
the -hands of their chirmeni or oersopaj library stilkoMease re-
with 
, N 
6 irch Disten solid 
. ,
mail same toine previous to the turn these-books next‘Saturday,
Z•_toekh. _
saw
elyty fi,p.rof carriage7...*fratil . 1,11; i le _teacherspakda DO notover-. 
feet•of ways: *Proved feed 2,;:1 Grogan JotIc. Count
y SinPrin- look this, Please. - Lucile Gro-
aiso 2 taper movements on head tea-dent. - 1292 gan Jones.
•
Read Notice.
hi; sn pi ihe otb4r buck. .ta :1ft 
one which it was obt c3nspicei , ag.tO
tile interlocked heaiis mounted. in 114 cia the lit:Ira-7- tntlie or in
hit the 8,i"'Wbkt-; .•0 ere,,,•-•4 h•inrist. througn the
boil, for' hayirg tw•ci beel.s. in 'hiS' pus- - • •yen' i tin Weir! to mete
Ti?.•1,:u1-03 • •
.w-ret _north 11.a 1),h of gift ei that eort. and -it is
•in:Ces from ci‘.1i while to .rec(!ive o. it, _te,
-zation, f-pr teot7.-otitosteion Blue:rates the
GRANDPA OF ALL rieLvEs
Animal Trapped in •••".'s.zons ri Is Lar3.
(St of Vara-ty Eve.- ,Seen in- -
That Section.
Rhinelander. Wis.-The-lergest tim-
ber wolf ev,r seen in the county was
trapped by. Deputy Sheriff - Andrew
Anderson near Twin
• Notice is hereby given that The depu
ty brought the animal's
-theundertigned petitionert•-will
body to (egen whore he. had it can
diefday -Tor several tIO•s. Mr Ander :
.. petition-- the Caltoway t..ounty1 son who has captured me wild an-
Court to (-pen and establish a imals thaw. almost an 'man 
in the
state, dcslares that he has never bi•public road 30 feetwide, leading
from and through lards belong-.1
. forre.Resql a wolf anywhi-re ncar a A
ing to p.-:11. libitgtove. W. E.- I - ilvoetkike-- Tiq- -ipptiviN,. the tii.e.ty -
Two trains daily %% Ws chair cars anti, 
i Blakely, Bob Hubbe. 0. I). Har- ' the nose to the tip of the tail.- The -
measured Aix feet from the end. in__
electric liOned Ott-pers. Dillin • grove, W. M. Thomaso
n, Oather .animal was three feet in height and.
car.ervicel Trgittsfrom theSooth- and Arthur Clenendenon. - iii..'.... hail been caught in a trap before, the
,..-t i onnect at \(cmiho. with these . appear before the said court at! right forefoot haviiar been clipp
ed on.
. Cotton IlnYthrou;;Ii tr.kin,toTetas.
Go to Texas viatcotton Belt
Route - ofirea from
NIcuiphistlhuogltArk.trisas.
Wialltr tourist Fares daily t 111211%
ar.(48 in Tr .a., I oiii .01 I New
„ .i.“% CT 1.on,„:r.i..ra
of ay I r,-1/16.
; tion. This Nov. 20th, 
MASSAGE-CUE
1 R. Hargroie, R. E. Blakley,1 Mrs. Pagtt's Idea Preves ef Benefit
' 
Bob +tubber, HargroveT-W. -to-essussed aed Nerve--  
An Year Te;dreist Fares daily In certa;n  M. Thomason. 1k93' • Racked Soldiers.
Leer. Fares eitti 114.rril .1 
I. Heavy, impure blood makes al I.ontIon Mrs. AlMeric Paget is
NUM. in Tr stopover,.
•
muddy, pimply cemplexion, head- --brganiziug had equipping inassage
. aches. !I-sews, indisiestitgi,-.Th
. ijil vampa Nits,' F'ren h. a .daughter of
. t timt-..,Sir John erenth..111413 til&rga: Or
',II. #...-_:.. ,_. Xeed-makes yciu week, pale and: 0114` of those it iii reported that great
, - -Veva. sag cs.i t iL.ni ,ttramt.. 1, . . ‘,1 i• ‘, -
L.c kaitt44,fue.:_easseavs 4rat. s3 T...4 iud....1.4T.._4._________ digeEtio,PL: ilSe Burdock Blood Bit- 1 of 
wounded men,
II 
• I- those suffei Mg fr....1 the ii r..lt of ah.t
• • 
ni tire front and ...
THE PLAN
We will receive your tobacco-toy time you wish 
to bring
FFIn-11- 4904 grder. wlit-urdastaisti-vreligh it 
and give
you a statement and receipt for same, 
and will offer II for
sale the FIRST SALES DAY, at whi
ch time you will have
to be present or have some one to 
represent you. If the sale
is not satisfaetory to you, then you can 
reject, and If you
wish you can offer it the seCond time, and 
if not satisfac-
tory sou can again reject it. If you reject 
it both times -
there is no cost to you; but if you accept the 
price of either
of those sales you will owethe warehouse 
charges of 10c per
WO Pounds and 24-per_cent OD IlittlOti* of your s
ales, and get-
your money then, less these charges. If you do 
not appro
any of the sales you then an order your tobacco prized at
75c per hundredin-d"drit*-al per cent of 
mar-
ket value and execute promissory note for same.
Joe Winchester and Jew Roberts Will have ch
arge of
the warehouse: they will transact all business, 
receive,
weigh and receipt for all tobaccos, pay out all Moneys, 
keep
the books, and you are asked to see them • for further in-
formation.
M. M. Tucker, of Paducah, who is interested in- the
Broadway Warehouse, Paducah, will be sales 
medager and
will give his time and, attention to this part eff 
the busi-
ness. Since he has severed his connection ‘eith the Asso-
ciation, he has been devoting his time in seeing 
what might
best be done with the' present crop of tAbaeco, and after
talking to all the foreign. American and local buyers, and
practically getting them to_agtes..plAttend the loose leaf
sales. They are arranging to bavel at P-oiiiibly all the
county seats in this section.
Mr. Tucker assures the tobacco growers of Calloway
that he will have lots of buyers here on sale days, who will
want all kinds of types of tobacco. He further stated he
would have four' eeibeernit 
never had been buyers of CalloiiiiiY-County tobaccos.
The First Sales-Day Will be An'. ---
flounced at an Early Date.
J. W. Winchester & Co.
The members of the above firm are Joe Winchester, Jesse
Roberts, L. Y. Woodruff, Murray, Ky., and the Broadway
Warehouse. Paducah, KY.
Jed thi Right Present.
Don't take cnances'in the mat-
ter of Christmas presents. You
• don't--want yoars...like le.e_ many
best traits in American life 'in
its stories and sketches. uphold_
1he best standards in it. articles
ard -other' contributions an d
Combines" the practical and-in-
Kansas -City is "in had' with tile stategame wardens beemate -The 4..liot nulterecnheei i.n.W6orse,-and ten days
aftee r strn s to be cast ask*of two bucks %those hcirns wire intin,
'peke,' when T•hi: and forgotten.
40tetteeseAtlikArst;.,,,,m,a,a:
1 I • ' '1. • • .
41411,r triP-L1-1.7r:tos nos!.
•
tom. fr..evo Tour t•• T. la. •  " I sickly. For ptise blbod. sound' beeeflt., hay* 
#P4041041 nUllir
•n•1 tIM /till Rothe.
. s.
. 44 4 at a. steres. nervta. • - -
 IOW :4 11.-2 
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111114•01\-4/... 
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ira D be  t 1.91F 
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Every nev• stexcriber who sends
e weekly iieries of
1.i1n will re-- moe ria
sues-for the rest --Cif 1915 a-id the
C'renparion home calendar for
V.110.-T1 (- Yo ath,'s 
Companion.Boston 7,111-.:.
. Nothing more acceptable can hie offered than
attracine siherware, combining good taste with a
gudlitv of endurance which assures Ltclong service,
'-&itt-ctaracteristics make
1847 ROGERS BROS.
ware met clesiralle rot fts. To-clay)leis renowned
trade mark woires Ike taart.hiser not rink securing
• the ongmal brand of Rostect.-but„-the hea‘iest grade .
plate guaranteed:43y the- "kers to give absolute
• sate4actiail. e
The rernarkalle clurataPsy of 111 714 OBE RS BROS.
Siker hosAvon--it
"Silvey: Plate that ;Years
......--.eeke....ieitier=eswieetsedeetee:-
..,_ .  . • •
s
•
